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Abstract

This research focuses on the redesign of trust and reputation algorithms in the context of hierarchically structured Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks with Chord, a scalable P2P lookup service for Internet applications. Chord, which is an open source project, is an overlay network based on a distributed hash table (DHT), and all peers in Chord are arranged around a circle.

In this work, we propose four adapted trust and reputation algorithms for hierarchically structured P2P networks: EigenTrust, PowerTrust, Absolute Trust and NodeRanking. EigenTrust is one of the most well-known trust and reputation algorithms, as well as the most simple. To calculate the reputation, EigenTrust needs to normalize trust and rely on pre-trusted peers. Like EigenTrust, PowerTrust relies on feedback and the use of a distributed ranking mechanism. It chooses a limited number of power nodes with a high reputation. By combining a random walk strategy and the power nodes, it improves accuracy of global reputation. AbsoluteTrust does not require normalization of trust, pre-trusted peers or any centralized authority. Weighted average combined with feedback from peers is employed to determine trust. NodeRanking relies on both individual reputation and social relationship to compute the trust value. NodeRanking evaluates reputation using local information. A node’s reputation value can be readily determined by the number of references from other nodes in the network. These adapted algorithms are capable of handling a huge number of nodes disseminated in different rings, which improves complexity and reduces the number of malicious nodes in a hierarchical context. Furthermore, we describe the components of the hierarchical model architecture and present and discuss the results from the experiments. These experiments are employed to verify and compare reduction of downloads from malicious peers, load distribution and residual curl in flat structured networks and in hierarchically structured networks.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nomenclature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BATON</td>
<td>BAAlanced Tree structure Overlay on a peer-to-peer Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN</td>
<td>Content Addressable Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Central Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP</td>
<td>Cloud Service Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHT</td>
<td>Distributed Hash Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-P2P</td>
<td>Flat P2P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Chord</td>
<td>Hierarchical Chord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-DHT</td>
<td>Hierarchical-Distributed Hash Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Home Ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPH</td>
<td>Locality Preserving Hashing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Main Ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2P</td>
<td>Peer-to-Peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGRET</td>
<td>REputation model for GREGarious SocieTiEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRM</td>
<td>Remote Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>Super Ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>Time To Live</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis studies trust and reputation systems in hierarchically structured P2P networks. A hierarchical Chord architecture is suggested. We propose four trust and reputation algorithms redesigned and analyzed for hierarchically structured P2P networks. The designated algorithms are built on top of Chord, a distributed lookup protocol.

1.1 Motivation

The development of the Internet has brought along with it the rapid progression of web technologies, such as e-commerce, data sharing systems, online social media, and social networks. These emerging technologies constitute part of the foundation upon which data sharing and online transactions are based. Centralized systems have presented a number of challenges in efficiently handling these new technologies, which introduced the need of decentralization systems. Nowadays, many companies and organizations use P2P systems. A P2P system is defined as a group of organized autonomous peers in which peers share distributed resources (files, computing and services) without any centralized entity[28]; a peer can be both a client and a server at the same time.

With the growing interest in P2P networks combined with the emergence of new concepts such as big data and Internet of things(IoT), the hierarchy design is presented to enhance and resolve disadvantages associated with pure P2P networks. For example, this
includes the challenge of managing a network when the number of nodes increases exponentially and deteriorates the performance of the entire network, or handling the exponential increase in the number of things in a cloud environment. A hierarchical design is a solution to manage the complexity of P2P networks for many applications in IoT. The IoT may employ millions of nodes or equipments that require the exchange of information through P2P networks. The hierarchical model is easier to manage and more efficient than the pure P2P model. It also provides better fault isolation and is much more adaptable to the underlying physical network. The hierarchical model splits the entire P2P system into different layers that are mostly focused on solving local tasks and communicating with other layers in specific cases. This can include searching for an item that does not exist on the local layer, and allowing each layer to implement its own lookup system according to its requirements. The organization of the P2P model in hierarchy reduces the network traffic, while at the same time decreasing the workload. The hierarchical design decreases the lookup path length because the number of hops is significantly reduced in addition to the lookup latency, and each layer or group can implement its own lookup system according to its requirements. A DHT hierarchy is preferred in this model due to its flexibility.

Trust and reputation systems have emerged in pure P2P systems to solve the problem of malicious behaviors and fraudulent activities. These systems are based on all previous interactions, actions and feedbacks from all transactions performed among all peers connected to a network. Trust and reputation systems are the corner stone of commerce architecture, data exchange and online transactions. The main goal of trust and reputation systems is to evaluate the trustworthiness of peers, provide value to any transaction made among peers, and distinguish good peers from bad peers. These systems help in isolating malicious peers among a set of peers in the network. So far, there are many trust and reputation systems implemented for pure P2P networks, but there is yet to be a real investigation or study undertaken to implement trust and reputation in hierarchically structured P2P networks. This study offers a way to understand and master the complexity of P2P networks for applications in the IoT environment. As an application, we need to tackle the problem of trust and reputation in hierarchically structured P2P networks based on Chord. Chord is a DHT lookup protocol based on a ring topology[90].
1.2 Problems

There are many existing flat P2P networks with trust and reputation systems designed to run on top of them. These P2P networks run a number of different routing systems such as distributed hash table (Chord, CAN, Pastry and Tapestry), Gnutella and Freenet. There is currently a lack of research in implementing trust and reputation algorithms for hierarchically structured P2P networks. This thesis focuses on the implementation of trust and reputation algorithms for hierarchically structured P2P networks after implementing algorithms, analyzing their new complexity and discussing their performance.

Four algorithms using different characteristics such as trust model, reputation collection, reputation aggregation, reputation computation and trust management will be designed and implemented in hierarchically structured P2P network based on the Chord protocol. The main components of the three-tier hierarchy we build for the P2P network will be analyzed, defined and adapted to fit with our algorithms.

This thesis relies on the Chord protocol as the lookup system to build the hierarchy of nodes around rings. Chord is a DHT based system and one of the most popular structured P2P lookup protocols. A hierarchically structured P2P system is presented and adapted to handle and run these algorithms in local and top-level layers, allowing a group of nodes organized around superpeers in a group to join or leave the network without disrupting the entire network.

We extend four different trust and reputation algorithms for hierarchically structured P2P networks based on Chord, namely, EigenTrust, PowerTrust, Absolute Trust and NodeRanking. NodeRanking computes trust by calculating the number of relationship a node has with other nodes; PowerTrust use Bayesian method to generate local trust scores; EigenTrust determines trust by means of individual reputation of node in preceding transactions (using the sum of positive and negative ratings) and Absolute Trust determines trust by using number of satisfactory, neutral and unsatisfactory transactions. The choice of these algorithms is motivated by the desire to redesign algorithms using different types of reputation aggregations and computation systems. EigenTrust, Absolute Trust and PowerTrust are based on individual reputation, while NodeRanking is based
on both individual reputation and social relationship. EigenTrust, PowerTrust are based on pre-trusted peers while Absolute Trust and NodeRanking are not based on pre-trusted peers and do not use a normalization of trust. NodeRanking is based on a centralized entity to retrieve results, while EigenTrust, Absolute Trust and PowerTrust do not rely on a centralized entity. We go on to analyze all redesigned algorithms and study their complexity in the hierarchical Chord.

1.3 Methodology

In this thesis, we based our research on a methodology using trust and reputation algorithms implemented for a flat P2P network. We redesigned algorithms to adapt them for a hierarchically structured P2P network running the Chord lookup protocol. Each algorithm is resigned according to its properties and characteristics. We then analyze the complexity of each algorithm in the new environment. Lastly, we conduct some experiments to generate results to apprehend the performance of each algorithm in a hierarchically structured P2P network running the Chord lookup system.

1.4 Contribution

This thesis provides the following contributions:

1. We redesigned four trust and reputation algorithms found in the literature by extending them to hierarchically structured P2P networks. We also studied their computation complexity. The redesigned algorithms are: EigenTrust, PowerTrust, Absolute Trust and NodeRanking.

2. We simulated the redesigned algorithms by using our own extension of an existing simulator for non-hierarchical networks. We focused on fraction of download, residual curl (to determine the convergence speed) and the malicious collective to assess the performance. The results of the simulation showed that Absolute Trust outperforms all the other algorithms on hierarchical Chord.
3. We detail the architectural properties of the hierarchically structured Chord model that handles all trust algorithms.

4. We specify all characteristics and properties of the architecture model and all entities including superpeers, normal peers, home and main ring.

1.5 Thesis Organization

This thesis has been organized as follows. Chapter 2 details the necessary background of P2P systems, trust and reputation systems. We introduce the paradigm of Peer-to-Peer systems, their various architectures, as well as their taxonomy. We present the routing in unstructured, structured and hierarchically structured P2P networks and provide further details about the flat Chord protocol and hierarchical Chord. We then go on to expound on trust and reputation systems, providing different definitions and concepts. Finally this chapter presents some trust and reputation systems, their taxonomy based on their functional mode, and a classification of trust systems based on reputation. Chapter 3, presents the architecture of the hierarchically structured P2P network based on Chord. In this chapter, we discuss the properties of nodes that we use for the hierarchical Chord. Two categories of rings are presented: the home and the main ring. Further to this, we redesign and discuss trust and reputation algorithms for a hierarchical Chord in great depth. we also resign, EigenTrust[44], PowerTrust[96], AbsoluteTrust[12] and NodeRanking[68] algorithms. For each algorithm, we present the adapted algorithm for a hierarchical Chord and a complete study of its complexity. In chapter 4, we present all experiment results using news algorithms and provide a summary of results. Chapter 5 includes the conclusion and future work.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

In this chapter we present details on the P2P computing paradigm, the taxonomy and its primary architecture. We also discuss the routing in P2P networks. Finally, we describe the Hierarchical-Chord structured network and trust systems.

2.1 Peer-to-Peer Computing Paradigm

2.1.1 The Paradigm

A P2P is a distributed system where peers share resources (files, computing and services)[85][73]. In P2P systems, all peers have the same responsibilities and capabilities. In a client-server system, the constraint is to have a server and many clients defined, while in the P2P system, this constraint is overtaken[19]. Thus, each peer has a symmetric role, meaning that a peer can be a client in one instance and a server in another instance[77, 72]. Peers exchange messages in a way that they do not require a central server and are linked to other peers. P2P systems are scalable and can be heterogeneous; peers can join or leave the network at will[62], and when one peer fails other peers continue to operate.
2.1.2 Benefits and Applications

The low cost of setting up and maintaining a P2P system makes it preferable to other existing systems. Each node or peer manages and applies full security control on its data. It can decide what data to make available to other nodes. Applications can share resources such as storage space, CPU cycles or bandwidth capacities and also share data by providing access privileges to retrieve data[46].

2.2 Architecture and Taxonomy of Systems

Peer-to-Peer systems are classified in 3 main categories: Centralized P2P, Decentralized P2P and Hybrid P2P[24]. Figure 2.1 presents the taxonomy of P2P systems.

2.2.1 The Centralized Systems

In the centralized systems[82], all peers are connected to a central server or a group of central servers, like in the “client-server” architecture. Napster[1] and Boinc[10] are examples of this category. Each peer must query a central server to find the position of files
throughout the network[76]. A central server helps in searching files located in peers in the network. Figure 2.2 illustrates a centralized P2P.

![Centralized P2P systems](image)

Figure 2.2: Centralized P2P systems with (a) a group of servers and (b) a single server

The disadvantages of this system are that[85] the central server is a single point of failure, exposed to malicious attacks, it can behave like a bottleneck (in case the of many simultaneous queries) and affect the performance of the network. Moreover, this system is not scalable and robust.

### 2.2.2 The Decentralized Systems

There is no need for dedicated central servers[61], all peers can behave as clients or servers, all nodes have the same responsibilities. There is not a single point of failure, high degree of performance, huge scalability an robustness. Furthermore, it is categorized into two main designs: “the structure and the overlay topology”. As represented in Figure 2.1, the structure is further divided into two groups: “the flat (single tier) and the hierarchical (multiple tier)”. The overlay topology also is divided into groups: “unstructured and structured”.

### 2.2.3 Hybrid Systems

Hybrid systems combine the features and advantages of centralized and decentralized architectures[54]. Peers called superpeers[53][79] or super nodes are provided with powerful characteristics and used to set up an upper level in the system and supply other peers
called normal peers\[92, 79, 52\]. BestPeer++[22] and FastTrack[41] are P2P suitable for this category.

2.3 Routing in Decentralized Peer-to-Peer Systems

2.3.1 Routing in Unstructured Peer-to-Peer Network

In unstructured P2P systems the topology is not determined. These systems implement search systems that are not corresponding to the overlay network characteristics on which they are built\[7\]. They use different types of search systems such as flooding searches and random walks. In the random walk strategy, a query is redirected to an arbitrarily selected neighbour\[55\][61]. The process is iterated until the result of the query is found. In the flooding strategy, a node broadcasts a previously received query message to all of its neighbours. A neighbour forwards the query message to all of its neighbors until the result of the query is found\[57\]. The main drawback of this type of search systems is that it requires a larger bandwidth to function since it generates extensive data exchange among nodes. Gnutella\[66\][2] and Freenet\[25\] are examples of unstructured P2P systems.

2.3.2 Routing in flat Structured Peer-to-Peer Network

The Distributed Hash Table strategy is used as a lookup strategy in structured P2P systems to specify the location of objects in peers. The DHT provides all needed services to lookup objects in a decentralized P2P system\[88\]. The DHT retains mapped information about nodes and peers in the form of key/value so that data can be easily located in the overlay network. In DHT, each peer maintains a storage space to keep a hash table. Many structured P2P systems like Chord\[83\], CAN\[69\], Pastry\[74\] and Tapestry\[94\] are based on DHT. The indexing of data facilitates its discovery and search by any peer. Skip list is another strategy used in structured P2P systems for lookup information. Skip list structure works with elements arranged in an ordered manner\[3\] so that the search operation can be performed faster. Sorted linear linked lists are used to maintain elements\[64\].
2.3.2.1 Chord

Chord is a distributed lookup protocol that helps find data items located in different nodes in the network\cite{83}\cite{40}. Chord is an overlay network\cite{38}. It determines the node that carries the item that is looked up. Chord\cite{78} is one of the well-known distributed protocol based on a DHT\cite{90}. It organizes all peers in a ring that maintains all keys in the range from $2^m - 1$. The value of $m$ should be large enough to prevent collision by assigning the same ID to other nodes. Chord remains effective even when there are nodes leaving or joining networks, and it continues to answer to queries efficiently. Chord performs only one operation: it maps keys with corresponding nodes. SHA-19\cite{67} (a consistent hash function) is the base hash function used by Chord to allocate each node and key an identifier (with $m$ bits). Both the node’s IP address and the key are hashed to determine the node’s identifier and the key identifier. In chord\cite{88, 81, 21} structure each node possesses a routing table named finger table that maintains the successors, predecessors and fingers of the node. Fingers are other peers that are tracked by each node. Every finger table contains $m$ entries. Each node only possesses knowledge of its successors on the identifier circle in order to execute look up operations and knows little about distant nodes. Thus, each node can only maintain information for a small number of nodes, i.e., a total of $O(\log N)$ fingers\cite{56}, with $N$ the number of nodes in the network. In the finger table of a node $n$, the identifier of the first node $s$ (at $i^{th}$ entry) that comes after $n$ is determined by $s = \text{successor}(n + 2^{i-1})$.

The lookup operation is simple. Algorithm 1 represents the lookup operation. When a query is sent to a node, the node first needs to inspect its own local storage to ensure that it carries the desired data item. If it holds the desired data item, it simply sends the result to the requester. Otherwise, it redirects the query to its nearest successor node according to its finger table, as explained in\cite{60, 59}. Subsequently, the nearest successor also redirects the query to its nearest successor, and so on, until the query reaches the node that carries the result. The result follows the reverse path to reach the requester node (the node that sent the query). With a system of $N$ nodes, the complexity of the search algorithm is $O(\log N)$. Figure 2.3 from \cite{85} represents a node ($N_{30}$) that needs to lookup the key ($K_{56}$) stored at the node ($K_{70}$). ($K_{30}$) sends the query to node ($K_{42}$) which does not carry the
Figure 2.3: The query path from node 30 for key 56 (Copied from Fig.3.6 in Chapter 3 in[85])

key and finally ($K_{42}$) forwards the query to node ($K_{70}$) that which does carry the key.

Algorithm 1: Chord lookup algorithm

1: // ask node n to find the successor of id
2: n.find.successor(id)
3: n' = find.predecessor(id)
4: // ask node n to find the predecessor of id  n = n'
5: while id $\not\in$ (n', n'.successor) do
6:  n' = n.closest.preceding.finger(id); return n';
7: end while
8: // return closest finger preceding id
9: n.closest.preceding.finger(id)
10: for i = m downto 1 do
11:  if finger[i].node $\not\in$ (n,id) then
12:   return finger[i].node;
13:  return n;
14: end if
15: end for

2.3.2.2 CAN

The scalable content addressable Network(CAN), a scalable structured P2P lookup service, is among the well-known P2P systems[39]. It performs a DHT to execute some basic query operations such as: deletion (key, value) pairs, insertion, and lookup [8]. Keys and values are mapped by the DHT[83]. The main idea in CAN is that its design is based on employing a virtual logical d-dimensional Cartesian coordinate to create a DHT[69], and the (key, value) pairs are kept in that virtual coordinate. Nodes organize themselves in a way that they create an overlay network representing the virtual coordinate space. For every node, the routing table contains the IP address and the virtual coordinate zone of close neighbors. Each node is responsible for limit virtual coordinates[85]. CAN space is
organized in a way that it is split among all nodes that constitute the network at a specific point in the system.

### 2.3.2.3 PRR Trees, Pastry and Tapestry

The routing table of Tapestry[74] and Pastry[74] are similar because both of them are set up with PRR Trees. They considers the network distances when they build the routing overlay and the network topology to decrease the routing latency[83]. Pastry allows a lookup service with $O(\log N)$ steps. By hashing an IP address, each node is given a 128-bit node id identifier(nodeId). Each node in the Pastry network keeps a routing table, a neighborhood set of nodes and a leaf set. To route a given message, a node checks its routing table and determines the nodeId with the numerically closest key among all nodes, and sends the message to that node. Tapestry lookup service is performed in $O(\log N)$.

The address of a target peer is determined by the entry in the cell $(i,j)^{th}$ ID of the routing table. The identifier space of Tapestry is composed of 160-bit values.

### 2.3.3 Routing in Hierarchically Structured Peer-to-Peer Network

All DHT P2P systems we have described thus far are flat DHT’s, meaning that they use a flat routing system; the key space is maintained in one dimension[37]. The hierarchical DHT (H-DHT) is built using a hierarchical routing system[31]. This P2P structure provides a number of advantages such as transparency, faster lookup time, less messages in the wide area, and the usage of heterogeneous peers. In flat systems, when the number of nodes increase drastically, the scalability of the entire system could be severely damaged and the communication among nodes could also become deficient[11]. The hierarchical system arranges nodes in a multi-layer architecture that tackles the weakness of the flat system.

Similar to flat structured P2P systems, in H-DHT, each peer is identified by an IP address. Also, in H-DHT, query messages are sent through the hierarchical structure and peers are assembled in groups. Each group is recognized by a unique identifier(id). This category also uses various tree structures to index data. Tree structures provide huge
flexibility in carrying a large variety of queries. BATON[39] and P-Grid[6] are classified in this category; they use a balanced B+ tree. There is a novel distributed data structure called the Hierarchically Distributed Tree (HD Tree)[16][33] that can support the multi-dimensional range query from the P2P overlay.

### 2.3.3.1 Hierarchical Peer-to-Peer Systems

Garces & all[31] present the hierarchical DHT framework and focus on a hierarchical Chord instantiation.

In H-DHT, there are many groups of nodes, each organized around its own overlay network and its own lookup service. Figure 2.4 represents the communication among groups in the overlay network. The lookup service used in each group is called “intra-group lookup service”. Each group contains a number of nodes called “superpeers”. Superpeers are used as a gateway to connect all groups together[47]. Superpeers have ideal characteristics and properties in terms of storage and computing capacity, and are stable. Other peers in groups are called “normal peers”, and based on their capacity, they can be elected to become superpeers when a superpeer leaves the network. A top-level overlay network is implemented to include all groups.

![Figure 2.4: Hierarchical Model lookup process (Copied from[31])](image)

Superpeers are integral to the lookup system because when a peer \( i \) in a group \( G_i \) needs to find a key \( k \) in the network, first the node \( i \) sends the query through superpeers in the group, then a superpeer in the group \( G_i \) redirects the query to superpeers in the group \( G_j \)
that is in charge of the key. Superpeers in the $G_j$ will send the query to a specific peer $j \in G_j$ that is in control of the key $k$. The peer $j$ will transmit the answer to the query by using the same path used to send the query message. To summarize, the query is first sent to superpeers that constitute a top-level overlay network then sent to a local overlay network to reach the local peer that is responsible for the key.

### 2.3.3.2 BATON

BATON is an acronym for: “BAIanced Tree structure Overlay on a peer-to-peer Network”. BATON uses a balanced tree as the topology of its overlay network. P-Grid[6] and P-Tree[26] are closed to BATON because they use trees as their overlay network. P-Grid lies on a structured binary tree topology and P-Tree lies on a structured combination of the B+ tree and a Chord ring topology[83]. BATON is the first P2P system to implement an overlay network on a binary balanced tree structure. The balanced tree structure is constructed from top to bottom. The particularity of BATON is that both leaf nodes and internal nodes are used to store data[85]. In BATON, each peer maintains many links; a link to its parent, its left child, its right child, its left adjacent peer, and its right adjacent peer. Figure[2.5] Moreover at the same level, a peer maintains two routing tables, one to control and keep peers on its left hand side and another for the right hand side[39].

![Baton structure](Fig.3.9 in[85])
2.3.3.3 Chordella

Chordella\cite{36} is an example of a hierarchical P2P overlay application for heterogeneous mobile environments. Chordella is a two-tier P2P system. M. S. Artigas, P. G. Lopez, and A. F. Skarmeta\cite{11} compare two hierarchical architectures limited to two layers.\cite{35} Its upper level nodes are composed of superpeers (SP). The superpeers are organized around a DHT Chord ring. Each superpeer maintains a number of leafnodes (LN) with lower capacities. To join the network, a leafnode needs to contact a superpeer, a superpeer acts as a bootstrap for new leafnodes\cite{97}. Figure 2.6 depicts the architecture of Chordella.

![Figure 2.6: Hierarchical structure of the chordella system (Copied from Fig.5 in in\cite{97})](image)

2.3.3.4 Three Layer Hierarchical Model for Chord

Waqas & al.\cite{89} present a three layer hierarchical model for Chord. This model has three types of nodes: ordinary peers, superpeers and ultra superpeers. All ordinary peers are connected to superpeers. Communication between two ordinary peers is made through a superpeer by means of a PING/PONG algorithm. Two ordinary peers cannot communicate directly. In this model, an ordinary peer can become a superpeer because a superpeer has a list of ordinary peers that have desirable characteristics. Thus, when a superpeer leaves the network, it must choose one of its ordinary peers to replace it. Like ordinary peers, all superpeers are connected by a single connection to ultra superpeers. Superpeers are located in the middle layer. Ultra superpeers constitute the upper level of the architecture. Ultra superpeers are organized around a DHT Chord protocol. Ultra superpeers have a
higher availability and they stay in the network for a long period. When a ultra superpeers needs to leave the network it chooses a superpeer to replace it.

The lookup service is implemented in such a way that a query sent from an ordinary peer $i$ is transmitted to the superpeer $S_i$ that is responsible for peer $i$. If the superpeer $S_i$ has the result to the query, it will simply send it to the requesting ordinary peer $i$. Otherwise, the superpeer $S_i$ will redirect the query to its associated Ultra superpeer $US_i$. The Ultra superpeer $US_i$ will examine its database to see whether it can find the result of the query. If not, the Ultra superpeer $US_i$ will transfer the query to other Ultra superpeers according to its finger table.

2.3.3.5 Hierarchical Chord-Based Resource Discovery in Intercloud Environment

This model is based on the discovery of resources in the Intercloud environment[45]. In this model, data centres are organized around two chord ring structures. The first is called the “the home ring (HR)” and the second is called “the super sing (SR)” . the HR connects co-located data-centres among among them. Each data-centre has a “resource manager (RM)” to handle internal resource maintenance. Each data-centre in a HR chooses a data-centre called “remote resource manager(RRM)” that participates in the SR structure so that all rings are connected. When a query is issued from a peer belonging to a data-centre in the HR, the data-center checks if it can find a result to the query. If so, the data-centre sends result to the peer, otherwise the data-centre redirects the query to the SR. Thus, a query is sent to the SR only when the data-centre from the HR cannot find the result to the query.

2.4 Hierarchical Chord

This section discusses the hierarchical P2P network based on Chord, as proposed by Garces & al.[31]. Similar to flat Chord, each peer and each key is identified by a group of $m$-bits.
All identifiers are organized around the ring of modulo $2^m$. The hierarchical Chord inherits all the characteristics of flat Chord.

2.4.1 Hierarchical Lookup Service

The lookup service benefits from the hierarchical architecture. It is performed in two steps; first it locates the group that is in charge of the key, and inside the group it locates the peer that is in charge of the key. This is for a two-tier DHT, but for N-tiers DHT, the lookup service should go deeper in the hierarchy, by passing through groups until it reaches the group that is in charge of the key. For two-tier DHT, operations are executed in the following orders: A peer $i$ from a group $i$ addresses a query message to one of the superpeers $S_i$ belonging to the group $i$. One Superpeer of $S_i$ at the top level lookup service transmits the query through $(U, X)$ using superpeers, jumping from one group to another, until it reaches the group $G_j$ that is in charge of the key $k$. All superpeers share their IP addresses so that they can collaborate to transfer queries from one group to another. A superpeer of group $S_j$ of superpeers of group $j$ receives the query and can then transfer it to the peer $p_j$ belonging to group $G_j$ that is in charge of the key $k$. When $p_j$ responds back to the query, the response can be transmitted using the reverse the path used by the query message, or can be transmitted directly from peer $j$ to the peer $i$.

2.4.2 Advantages

In hierarchical DHT, the average number of hops is considerably reduced in a lookup. The lookup latency is also reduced in a group when peers have close topology and when a cooperative cache is deployed among groups. Furthermore, each group can determine the type of lookup protocol it may perform such as Chord, CAN, Pastry and Tapestry. By using superpeers in two-level overlay networks, the H-DHT becomes much more stable than F-DHT. This increases the performance of lookup hops on average; for instance $\frac{1}{2} \log N$ for Chord, where $N$ is the number of peers. The H-DHT benefits from high transparency; when a key $k$ is searched, this search for the peer that is in charge of the key $k$ is entirely
transparent at the top-level algorithm. Furthermore, the change of the intra-group lookup algorithm by a group is entirely transparent to the top-level lookup algorithm. The failure of a peer $j$ belonging to a $G_j$ will be local to $G_j$. This will not have repercussions on routing tables in peers outside of $G_j$. Also, the number of nodes in groups would be smaller than the total number of nodes; thus, queries would be transmitted through a fewer number of hops. Finally, the fewer number of hops per lookup generates less exchanged messages, and the use of cache diminishes the number of messages that need to leave the group.

### 2.4.3 Characteristics

In hierarchical Chord, peers are aggregated in groups and each group can run a different lookup protocol. Each group has a unique designated group id. The directed graph $U,X$, with $X = \{g_1, ..., g_I\} = \text{Set of all groups}$ and $U = \text{set of virtual edges among nodes (groups in this case)}$. This overlay network describes directed edges linking groups but not particular nodes in a group. Each contains at least one superpeer.

### 2.4.4 Top-level Overlay Network

Each node in the top-level overlay network represents a group of nodes, and each group is composed of a set of superpeers and normal peers. Figure 2.7 depicts the proposed architecture. The lookup system at the top-level administers an overlay of groups. Also, at the top-level each node maintains both predecessor and successor vectors, in place of a pointer. Each finger, which is a vector as well, contains superpeers' IP addresses of other groups of nodes in other rings.

In the top-level overlay network, all peers are required to have stability and stay longer in the network. But when it happens that a superpeer from a group crashes or malfunctions, the new superpeer that is elected must update the predecessor and successor vectors of the groups. The idea behind this is that each group will coordinate the view with all its nearest groups.
2.4.5 Intra-Group Chord Ring

In the intra-group level depicted in Figure 2.4, different overlays can be implemented by groups. When the number of nodes in a group is great (thousands of nodes), DHT is preferable, and with $N$ number of nodes the local lookup operation is executed in $O(\log N)$ steps. When a new peer $p$ joins a group, it is provided with the $id$ of the group to be recognized, such as the name of the group. Then $p$ contacts a node $p'$ already participating in the group to request the IP address of the group’s superpeer(s) for the group key $g$. If the group key sent to node $p$ by superpeer(s) is $g$, then $p$ can be connected to the group. Node $p$ then informs to superpeer(s) regarding its CPU and bandwidth capacity. If the group id is not $g$, that means a new group should be constructed and $p$ will be considered as the first peer or superpeer. A list of peers is maintained by superpeers to keep track of their duration and resources in the group; this list is used to replace a superpeer that fails. The transfer of files is limited to the maximum available in the intra-group in order to reduce traffic among groups.

2.4.6 Content Caching

In a hierarchical Chord, we assume that all nodes are topologically close. The hierarchical structure allows the use of caches to keep query results of keys $k$ in intra-group so that if a local node sends a query for key $k$ that already exists in the cache, the response can be found locally. The idea is to limit traffic among groups.
2.5 Trust and Reputation Systems

Before presenting trust and reputation algorithms, it is pertinent to elucidate the various existing definitions on the concepts of trust and reputation.

2.5.1 Trust and Reputation Definitions

2.5.1.1 Trust Definitions

Definition 1: According to Castelfranchi & al.[20]: “Trust is a mental state, a complex attitude of an agent x towards another agent y about the behaviour/action relevant for the result (goal) g ”.

Definition 2: Kumar & al.[49] adopt the definition - “A peer’s belief in another peer’s capabilities, honesty and reliability based on its own direct experiences ”.

Definition 3: In[30], Barber & al. propose that - “Trust is a subjective probability that relies on context and reputation, it describes how secure a situation is even though risk is associated with it”. Note: In this work, definition 3 will be used to define trust.

2.5.1.2 Reputation Definitions

Definition 1: In Kumar & al.[49], reputation is defined as: “peer's belief in another peer's capabilities, honesty and reliability based on recommendations received from other peers ”.

Definition 2: “Reputation is generally said or believed about a persons or things character or standing” Kwok & all[27].

Definition 3: Sabater & Sierra[75] suggest that: “Reputation is the common or general estimate of a person with respect to character or other qualities”.

Note: Definition 1 will be used as the working definition of reputation for this thesis.
2.5.1.3 Trust Characteristics

When computing trust, there are some characteristics that should be considered:

*Environment incertitude*: The value of trust is greatly beneficial when a large number of members need to collaborate to obtain results from an unpredictable environment, such as a P2P network[18][87].

*context-sensitive*: Trust is limited in a certain context. A peer $i$ can trust a peer $j$ in a context $x$ where peer $j$ is efficient, but not trust peer $j$ in a context $y$ where $j$ is ineffective[70].

*Trust is subjective*: Two peers can have completely opposite perceptions of third peer whose trustworthiness they are evaluating.

*Trust is not transitive*: Often, trust is not considered transitive; transitivity is seen as a transmission in one direction, but the move back is not always true[80].

*Trust is unidirectional*: There may not be reciprocity in the evaluation of trust between an agent and a subject.

2.5.1.4 Difference between Trust and Reputation

The main difference between the concepts of trust and reputation is that trust represents a personal and subjective belief, depending on an individual perception or conviction, whereas reputation is a public belief, a global perception or conviction[86].

2.5.1.5 Trust and Reputation Measurements

Feedback or ratings collected from peers (or members of a community) constitute the measurement in the deduction of reputation[86]. Trust and reputation systems help to determine good and bad nodes in P2P systems[43], by gathering, allocating, and totalling feedback regarding nodes’ (participants) past behavior or past transactions[71]. Only good peers are selected as source peers[42]. We consider all interactions between two peers as transactions; for example: queries (send/receive), files or money exchange, CPU usage and data store, etc[58].
2.5.1.6 Trust Values

A trust system can use these four types of values to evaluate the trust of a peer: single, binary, multiple or continuous values. Single, binary and multiple values are discrete values. A simple value is either trust or non-trust, while the binary value has two states, one for trust, and the other for non-trust. The multiple values provide a flexible method to determine different measures of trust, such as very low trust, low trust, average trust, high trust, and very high trust. In this last case, a “very high trust” can be seen as the trust state and “average trust” as an unknown. Continuous values provide a range of trust, for example a scale between 0 and 1.

2.5.1.7 Characteristics

According to[12], a good reputation system should have certain characteristics: It should have (a), indications of the exact past behaviors of peers, (b), low overhead, (c), ability to auto-adapt (c), no central authority, (d), ability to adapt to peer dynamics (peers joining and leaving), (e), robustness to malicious peers, (f), scalable and fast convergence (the convergence of the reputation aggregation should be sufficiently fast to show the true modification of peer behaviors because the reputation of a peer changes over time).

2.5.1.8 Trust Model Taxonomy

Trust models are classified into two main categories: credential and reputation models (as evident Figure 2.8)[85]. Some models such as PolicyMaker, Blaze et al.[15] and Trust-X[14] are trust systems built on the credential model. These credential models use only credentials to measure trust. A peer needs to look at another peer’s credentials and determine if its credentials meet its policy, at which point it can trust the other peer. The reputation based system can be categorized into two groups: the trust system based on individual reputation and the trust systems based on both individual reputation and social relationship. The following section will present some relevant papers on trust systems based on individual reputation and social relationship.
2.5.2 Trust Systems Based on Individual Reputation

2.5.2.1 PeerTrust

PeerTrust\cite{85, 91} is a reputation based model for P2P online (ecommerce) communities. PeerTrust is a distributed trust reputation system and uses a transaction based feedback system to measure the level of trust and reputation. It is based on individual reputation as a trust model. Trust management is based on a distributed control. The drawback of this system is that, if a reputation of a peer is only based on the satisfaction (feedback) that it receives from other peers, it may not be sufficient to eradicate malicious peers. In this system, the computation of the reputation of peers is based on previous transactions. To establish the reputation of a peer, PeerTrust\cite{85} provides five important features that should be exploited: 1) The feedback a peer obtains from other peers, 2) The feedback scope, such as the total number of transactions that a peer has with other peers, 3) The credibility factor for the feedback source, 4) The transaction context factor for discriminating mission-critical transactions from less or noncritical ones, and 5) The community context factor for addressing community-related characteristics and vulnerabilities. To determine the general trust metric, PeerTrust combines all parameters in a consistent manner. The metric is composed of two modules. The weighted average of the amount of satisfaction a peer receives for each transaction is represented in the first module of the metric. The weight considers the credibility of the feedback source to prevent the feedback from dishonest peers. The transaction context is useful in representing the transaction dependent
characteristics. In the second module, the increasing or decreasing of the trust value derive
from the community specific characteristics and situations contributes to the refinement of
the first module of the metric. However, PeerTrust does present some drawbacks; namely,
feedback messages among peers can generate high traffic volume in the network, which can
create a bottleneck when the number of peers increases substantially.

2.5.2.2 The EigenTrust

EigenTrust[51][44][85][50] is a distributed trust reputation system based on individual rep-
utation and uses distributed control. After each transaction, each peer keeps a list of
reputations from other peers it interacted with. A peer conserves a record of all previous
transactions in a local trust vector \( \vec{c}_i \). Vector \( \vec{c}_i \) consists of all local trust values \( c_{ij} \) that
peer \( i \) has attributed to other peers \( j \). It can be represented as \( \vec{c}_i = (c_{i1}, c_{i2}, c_{i3}, ..., c_{in}) \).
All \( c_{ij} \) are positives because there are normalized as \( c_{ij} = \frac{\max\left(s_{ij}, 0\right)}{\sum\left(s_{ij}, 0\right)} \), and the sum of
\( (c_{i1} + c_{i2} + c_{i3} + ... + c_{in}) = 1 \). All local trust values are represented in a matrix \([c_{ij}]\)
defined by \( C \). A gossiping algorithm is used to assemble the global reputation \( t_i \) of the P2P
network. The global trust value \( t_i \) determines the trust that the entire system places in
the peer \( i \). \( \vec{t} \) determines the global trust vector of the entire system. EigenTrust evaluates
the left principal eigenvector of a matrix of normalized local trust values, so that it can
calculate the global trust value of a peer. It computes local reputation and global reputa-
tion and it uses transitivity to measure trust. This system needs a group of honest peers,
pre-trusted peers \( \vec{P} \) as start vectors to eliminate malicious peers.

Local trust values assigned to a peer \( i \) by other peers are used to determine the global
reputation of peer \( i \). Local trust values must be normalized to avoid malicious peers
attributing randomly high local trust values to other malicious peers, and at the same
time, they may attribute low trust values to good peers. Consequently, malicious peers
may alter the system. Once computed, normalized local trust values are kept in a vector
called: the normalized local reputation vector on the local peer. The normalized local trust
values are aggregated[29]. To aggregate them, a peer \( i \) should ask its acquaintances their
perspective regarding other peers as \( t_{ik} = \sum c_{ij}c_{jk} \), where \( t_{ik} \) is the trust that the peer \( i \)
places in the peer $k$ derived from querying its friends $j$[4]. Take it for granted that a peer $i$ is informed about all $c_{ij}$ of the entire network disposed in a matrix $C$, after that $\vec{t}_i$, the trust vector that describes the trust values for $t_{ik}$ is defined by the formula : $\vec{t}_i = C^T \vec{c}_i$.

To obtain a wide perspective, peer $i$ should ask friends of its friends so that the formula can be written as $\vec{t}_i = (C^{T^2} \vec{c}_i)$. $\vec{t} = (C^{(T^r)} \vec{c}_i)$, with $n$ being large enough to allow $\vec{t}_i$ to converge the same vector for every peer $i$. $\vec{t}_i$ represents the global trust of the system. $t_j$, elements of the vector $\vec{t}_i$, represent the value of trust that the entire system places in $j$.

By isolating malicious peers, EigenTrust allows users to download files from secured and reputable peers, also motivates users to share files by rewarding reputable peers.

Algorithm 2 represents the “Basic Eigen Trust Algorithm”. Pre-trusted peers $\vec{p}$ are incorporated and the formula $\vec{t}(k+1) = (1 - a)\vec{t}(k+1) + a\vec{p}$ is used to address the issue of malicious collectives[63]. Malicious collectives are malicious peers that give to each other a high local trust value, and give very low trust value to other peers.

Algorithm 2: (Basic EigenTrust algorithm)

1: $\vec{t}^{(0)} = \vec{p}$;  
2: repeat  
3: $\vec{t}^{(k+1)} = (C^T \vec{t}^{(k)})$;  
4: $\vec{t}^{(k+1)} = (1 - a)\vec{t}^{(k+1)} + a\vec{p}$;  
5: $\delta = ||\vec{t}^{(k+1)} - \vec{t}^{(k)}||$;  
6: until $\delta < \varepsilon$;  

In the distributed EigenTrust algorithm 3, each peer $i$ keeps its local trust vector $\vec{c}_i$, its own global trust value $t_i$ and it computes its own $t_i$.

In secure EigenTrust algorithm 4, score managers are chosen based on the coordinates dictated by using hash functions for the peer’s unique identifier. Each peer $i$ can be a score manager for a peer $j$, so that it is given a group of daughters.

### 2.5.2.3 Absolute Trust

Absolute trust is a algorithm for aggregation trust in P2P networks for peers that only exchange files. The algorithm and the metric used determine the true past behavior of
Algorithm 3: (Distributed EigenTrust Algorithm)

1: $A_i$ = Set of peers which downloaded files from peer $i$.
2: $B_i$ = Set of peers from which peer $i$ has downloaded files.
3: query all peers $j \in A_i$ for $t_j^0 = p_j$; 
   Each peer $i$ do
4: repeat
5: Compute
6: $t_{i}^{k+1} = (1 - a)(c_1i t_{i}^{k}) + (c_2i t_{i}^{k}) + ... + (c_ni t_{i}^{k}) + a p_j$;
7: send $(c_{ji}t_{i}^{k+1})$ to all peers $j \in B_i$
8: wait for all peers $j \in A_i$ to return $(c_{ji}t_{i}^{k+1})$;
   until
9: until $\delta < \varepsilon$;

Algorithm 4: (Secure EigenTrust Algorithm)

1: for each peer $i$ do
2: Submit local trust values $\vec{c}_i$ to all score managers at position $h_m(pos_i)$, $m = 1...M-1$;
3: Collect local trust values $\vec{c}_d$ and sets of acquaintances $B_i^d$ of daughter peers $d \in D_i$
4: Submit daughter $d$’s local trust values $c_{dj}$ to score manager $h_m(pos_d)$, $m = 1...M-1, \forall j \in B_d^d$;
5: Collect acquaintances $A_d^i$
   Foreach daughter peer $d \in D_i$ i do
6: Query all peers $j \in A_d^i$ for $c_{jd}p_j$;
7: repeat
8: Compute
9: $t_{d}^{k+1} = (1 - a)(c_1d t_{d}^{k}) + (c_2d t_{d}^{k}) + ... + (c_n d t_{d}^{k}) + a p_d$;
10: send $(c_{jd}t_{d}^{k+1})$ to all peers $j \in B_d^d$
11: wait for all peers $j \in A_d^i$ to return $(c_{jd}t_{d}^{k+1})$; until
12: until $||t_{d}^{(k+1)} - t_{d}^{(k)}|| < \varepsilon$;
13: end for

peers[12, 13]. In contrast to previous algorithms such as EigenTrust[9] and PeerTrust[91], this aggregation algorithm doesn’t need a normalization of trust, pre-trusted peers or any centralized authority. It is also completely decentralized. It uses the concept of weighted averaging and scaling of local trust to determine the reputation of peers. To determine the local trust value, the satisfaction of a peer is categorized by three levels: satisfied, neutral and unsatisfied. We have two peers, $i$ and $j$, $i$ downloads files from $j$.

Local Trust
A local trust metric that peer \( i \) assigns to \( j \) can be computed by:

\[
T_{i,j} = \frac{n_g w_g + n_n w_n + n_b w_b}{n_t} \tag{2.1}
\]

\( n_g \) = Number of satisfactory (good) files; \( n_n \) = Number of average or neutral files; \( n_b \) = Number of unsatisfactory (bad) files; \( n_t \) = Total number of downloaded files; \( w_g \) = Weight factor for satisfactory file; \( w_n \) = Weight factor for average or neutral file; \( w_b \) = Weight factors for unsatisfactory file. The variation of weight factors is supposed to vary in a linear manner from unsatisfactory file to satisfactory file, so that:

\[
w_n = \frac{n_g + w_b}{2} \rightarrow T_{i,j} = \frac{1}{2}[(x - y + 1)w_g + (y - x + 1)w_b] \tag{2.2}
\]

\( x \) : The fraction of satisfactory files, \( y \) : The fraction of unsatisfactory files.

**Note**: This metric guarantees that the local value will stay between \( w_g \) and \( w_b \).

**Algorithm for Aggregation**

There are three methods taken into account when evaluating global trust: One-to-many, many-to-one, and one-to-one. *One-to-many*: One peer is assessing many other peers; *many-to-one*: many peers are assessing one peer; *one-to-one*: One peer is assessing another peer. One-to-many generates a uniform evaluation because just one peer assesses other peers, while in many-to-one functions, there are potential contradictions, thus, the more proficient peer will receive more weight than others. In one-to-one, the evaluator and evaluatee are different; a direct comparison between them does not exist. The evaluation of an evaluator’s competence is more precise, so that evaluation can be biased by a weight factor that corresponds to the competence of the evaluator. The bias can be expressed by:

\[
Eval_{\text{uniform\_out}} = [(Eval_{\text{value\_in}})^p.(w_e)^q]^\frac{1}{p+q} \tag{2.3}
\]

\( Eval_{\text{value\_in}} \) = evaluation done by an individual evaluator and \( w_e \) = weight factor assigned to this evaluator; \( Eval_{\text{uniform\_out}} \) = output uniform evaluation; \((p, q)\): suitably
chosen constants. From equation 2.2 a peer $i$ can determine the trust of all peers $j$ from which it downloaded files because it uses a one-to-many evaluation. The evaluation of global trust $t_i$ of a peer $i$ can be shown by the equation:

$$t_i = \frac{\sum_{j \in S_i} T_{ji} t_j}{\sum_{j \in S_i} t_j} \rightarrow t_i = \frac{\sum_{j \in S_i} T_{ji} t_j}{e_i C_i}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.4)$$

$S_i$ = A set of peers that download files from peer $i$; $T_{ji}$ = The local trust of peer $i$ determined by peer $j$; $t_j$ = The global trust of peer $j$. From equation 2.4, the value of $t_i$ stays between the minimum and maximum value of trust provided by peers belonging to $S$. Knowing that each peer $i$ is evaluated by a group of peers $S_i$, a set can be viewed as a single peer, and thus be considered as a one-to-one evaluation. A set $S$ is composed of $m$ peers with global values $t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_m$. In a set, the opinions of more trustworthy peers hold greater weight so their opinions their have a greater influence on determining the global trust of the set. The global trust of the set is presented as:

$$t_s = \frac{\sum_{j \in S} t_j^2}{\sum_{j \in S} t_j}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.5)$$

The global trust ensures that the global trust will be influenced by peers with a high global trust value. The global trust is between the lowest and the greatest value of the global trust of peers in the set $S$. Including the bias in equation 2.3, global trust $t_i$ of a peer $i$ is represented by equation 2.6:

$$t_i = \left[ \left( \frac{\sum_{j \in S_i} T_{ji} t_j}{\sum_{j \in S_i} t_j} \right)^p \left( \frac{\sum_{j \in S_i} t_j^2}{\sum_{j \in S_i} t_j} \right)^q \right]^{\frac{1}{p+q}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.6)$$

The equation 2.6 expresses clearly the past behavior of any peer $i$. Algorithm 5 determines the source file to be selected by a peer $i$. All chosen peers are named “source peers”. A reference value of global trust called “global_ref” is specified by each peer to determine which peer can or cannot be a source peer. To be chosen as a source peer, any peer should have a “global_ref” greater than that of the requesting peer. Requesting peers determine a TTL value for each query they send while searching resources. The value of the TTL decreases until it reaches the value 0, hence the query is not sent again. If no response is
Algorithm 5: For selection of source peer

1. Procedure
2. $\text{Global}_\text{ref} \leftarrow \frac{w_g + w_h}{2}$
3. $TTL \leftarrow \text{Const.}$
4. top:
5. $\text{Set Time-Counter} \geq 2 \times TTL$
6. $i \leftarrow 0.$
7. Send the query for required file in Network;
8. while $i \leq \text{Time-Counter}$ do
9. \hspace{1em} Wait for response from the network;
10. \hspace{1em} $i \leftarrow i + 1;$
11. end while
12. if $(\text{Number of responding peers} == 0)$ then
13. \hspace{1em} if $TTL \geq (TTL)_{\text{upper}}$ then
14. \hspace{2em} Terminate the query process;
15. \hspace{1em} else
16. \hspace{2em} Increase $TTL$;
17. \hspace{1em} GOTO top
18. end if
19. else
20. \hspace{1em} Get the $\text{Global}_\text{Trust}$ of all the responding peers from their trust holder peer;
21. \hspace{1em} Select the peer with maximum $\text{Global}_\text{Trust}$;
22. if $\text{Global}_\text{Trust} \geq \text{Global}_\text{ref}$ then
23. \hspace{1em} Download the required file;
24. \hspace{1em} Download the required file;
25. \hspace{1em} Send the feedback to trust holder peer of source peer;
26. \hspace{1em} Stop;
27. else
28. \hspace{1em} if $TTL \geq (TTL)_{\text{upper}}$ then
29. \hspace{2em} Terminate the query process;
30. \hspace{1em} else
31. \hspace{2em} increase $TTL$
32. \hspace{2em} GOTO top
33. end if
34. end if
35. end if
36. end Procedure

received, the requesting peer resends the query with a larger TTL. In case of many peers responding to the query, the requesting peer will choose the more reputable among all source peers to download the needed file. After downloading the necessary file from the selected peer, the requesting peer transmits feedback of its transactions(with the source peer) to peers that carry the trust values of the source peer. In Absolute Trust, a peer $i$ does not hold its global trust value; each peer may have more than one "holder peer" that is in charge of carrying its global trust value. The number of holder peers increases the security. Algorithm 6 represents how a global trust value of a peer is updated by a holder peer.
Algorithm 6: For Updating the Global Trust of peers

1. **Input**: Local Trust of peer
2. **Output**: Global trust on trust holder peers
3. **Procedure**
4. **for each peer** $i$ **do**
5. **for all** peer $j$, who is selected as source peer **do**
6. Evaluate the received file;
7. Assign the Local Trust value between $w_b$ to $w_g$;
8. Send the local Trust to trust holder peer of peer $j$;
9. **end for**
10. **if** Peer $i$ is trust holder peer of peer $k$ **then**
11. **for all** peer $j$, who is selected $k$ as source peer **do**
12. Receive the Local Trust values $T_{kj}$
13. Locate their trust holder peer;
14. **end for**
15. **end if**
16. **end for**

2.5.2.4 PowerTrust

PowerTrust is a reputation system that carefully and dynamically chooses a small number of power peers that have a high reputation value by deploying a distributed ranking mechanism; it uses the power law findings in peer feedbacks[96][23]. Furthermore, it determines a good reputation for power peers by examining the history of the network. By combining a look-ahead random walk strategy and the advantages of power peers, PowerTrust ameliorates global reputation accuracy as well as the rate of aggregation speed. PowerTrust uses trust overlay network (TON) to build trust relationships among peers. In PowerTrust, reputable peers can be dynamically replaced if they are less active or display inappropriate behaviors. Their presence is crucial to determining the local trust and global scoring processes. PowerTrust applies a Bayesian method to produce local trust scores (feedback scores)[95].

The architecture of PowerTrust is depicted in Figure 2.9. The TON is constructed on top of a P2P network, the look-ahead random walk (LRW) is in charge of updating the reputation score regularly, and the regular random walk supports the initial reputation ag-
The distributed ranking collaborates with the LWR to recognize power peers in the P2P network. Power peers help the system to update the global reputation scores. The PowerTrust method is similar to that of EigenTrust[44]. The difference is that, PowerTrust deploys a Bayesian method to produce local trust values[93].

Figure 2.9: Functional modules in the PowerTrust system and the control flow pattern in local trust score collection and global reputation aggregation. (Copied from Fig.1 in[96])

TON is a directed graph in which links (directed edges) are marked with the feedback scores from two peers engaged in interaction. The source of the link provides the feedback score after having received a service from the destination of the link. In TON, a peer is depicted by a node and each edge is marked with the peer feedback score for the service allocated. All trust values are summed from other peers (represented by the incoming edges of a peer i) and the sum is used to compute the global reputation of node i. The outdegree of a peer i is the number of users to whom peer i sends feedback scores. The indegree of peer i is the number of users from whom peer i receives feedback scores. PowerTrust relies on Bayesian learning or on an average rating based on peer satisfaction to produce feedback scores. Each peer is recommended to normalize all generated feedback scores from it interaction with other peers.

Let the trust matrix $R = (r_{ij})$. This matrix is employed of the n-nodes TON. $r_{ij}$ represents the normalized local trust score. $r_{ij}$ is computed from $r_{ij} = \frac{S_{ij}}{\sum_j S_{ij}}$. $S_{ij}$ and represents the most recent feedback score from peer i’s evaluation of peer j. $0 \leq r_{ij} \leq 1$ for all $1 \leq i,j \leq n$, also $\forall i \sum_{j=1}^{n} r_{ij} = 1$. The matrix R fulfills all conditions of a stochastic matrix by having all entries as fractions and the sum of each of its rows sum as 1. $V = (v_i)$:
A normalized reputation column vector, $\sum_i v_i = 1$. $V$ contains all global reputation scores $v_i$ for $n$ nodes. $V = (v_1, v_2, v_3, ..., v_n)$ constitutes the output of the PowerTrust system. The global reputation of each nodes is computed by $(1)$. $\forall t = 1, 2, 3, 4, ..., k$, $|V_t - V_{t-1}| > \varepsilon$

reputation vector is recursively computed by :

$$V_{(t+1)} = R^T \times V_t$$ (1)

Where, $t$ : Number of iterations and $R$ = The trust matrix.

The reputation vector $V$ starts with an initial reputation vector $V_0$ and a small error threshold $\varepsilon$. In a network with $n$ nodes $v_i = \frac{1}{n}$ as an initial value. The Markov random walk used in ranking web pages is used to stimulate the recursive process. This process is identical to that of a random knowledge surfer visiting nodes after nodes looking for a reputable node. The surfer chooses a neighbour according to the current distribution of local trusts. The converged global reputation vector is defined by the stationary distribution of the Markov chain.

PowerTrust employs three algorithms to display the initial construction, the distributed ranking and the updating process. Algorithm 7 describes the complete procedure to discover $m$ peers that are more reputable. PowerTrust relies on DHT to perform the distributed ranking mechanism[34]. The distributed ranking mechanism uses the locality preserving hashing (LPH) to organize all nodes based on their global scores. LPH relies on two properties:

First property : “$H(v_i) < H(v_j)$, iff $v_i < v_j$, $v_i$ and $v_j$, the global reputation of node $i$ and $j$ ”. Second property : “if an interval $[v_i, v_j]$ is divided into $[v_i, v_k]$ and $[v_k, v_j]$, the corresponding interval $[H(v_i) < H(v_j)]$ ought to be divided into $H(v_i) < H(v_k)$ and $H(v_k) < H(v_j)$ ”.

A score manager is attributed to each node to gradually collect its global reputation. For instance, when a new node $i$ connects to the network, it is given a node $j$ to be its score manager if node $j$ is considered as a successor node of $k_i$. $k_i$ is determined as the unique identifier of node $i$. To know the global reputation of node $i$, all other nodes should send a query with the key corresponding to $k_i$. For improving security against malicious peers, different hash functions can be implemented so that a malicious score manager will communicate an identical global reputation score.
**Algorithm 7**: Selection of top-m peers (power nodes)

1. **Input**: Global reputations stored among score managers
2. **Output**: m most reputable nodes
3. **Procedure**:
4. for each score manager j, suppose it is the score manager of node i do
5. hash reputation value $v_i$ to a hash value $H(v_i)$ using a LPH function;
6. insert the triplet $(v_i, i, j)$ to the successor node of $H(v_i)$
7. end for
8. **Initialize**: node $x = $ successor node of the maximum hash value
9. **Set** $p = $ number of triplets with highest reputation values stored in node $x$
10. **loop**:
11. if $p > m$ then
12. return;
13. else
14. node $x$ sends a message to its predecessor
15. node $y$ finds the next $m - p$ highest reputation triplets
16. node $x = node y$
17. $m = m - p$
18. $p = $ number of triplets stored in node $y$
19. goto loop
20. end if
21. end Procedure

Algorithm 8 illustrates the initial stage of global reputation aggregation, where each node $i$ submits all local scores to the score managers of its out-degree neighbors.

**Algorithm 8**: Initial Global Reputation Aggregation

1. **Input**: Local trust scores stored among nodes
2. **Output**: Global reputation for every node
3. **Procedure**:
4. for each node $i$ do
5. for all each node $j$, which is an out-degree neighbor of node $i$ do
6. Send the score message $(r_{ij}, i)$ to the score manager of node $j$
7. end for
8. if node $i$ is the score manager of node $k$ then
9. for all node $j$, which is an in-degree neighbor of node $k$ do
10. Receive the score message $(r_{jk}, j)$ from node $j$
11. Locate the score manager of node $j$
12. end for
13. Set a temporary variable $pre = v_k$; initialize the error threshold $\epsilon$
14. and global reputation $v_k$ of node $k$
15. repeat
16. Set $pre = v_k$; $v_k = 0$
17. for all received score pair $(r_{jk}, j)$, where $j$ is an in-degree neighbor of node $k$ do
18. Receive the global reputation $v_j$ from the score manager of node $j$
19. $v_k = v_k + v_j r_{jk}$
20. end for
21. Compute $\delta = |v_k - pre|$  
22. until $\delta < \epsilon$
23. end if
24. end for
25. end Procedure

The algorithm 9 describes the entire reputation updating process. Based on the Markov chain, PowerTrust works like a random walk. The random surfer begins at any peer using the same probability. The probability of the surfer jumping directly to the power node is established as the greedy factor $\alpha$. When the value of $\alpha$ increases, the surfer is eager to
attach to a power node. When the surfer reaches any node, it carefully chooses a neighbour based on the local trust distribution with a probability $1 - \alpha$. To be attached a power node, the surfer uses a probability $\alpha$. After each pass of the aggregation, the power nodes are chosen again according to a new global reputation score. The adjustment of the greedy factor $\alpha$ allows to manage the gap separating the first and second largest eigenvalues of a transition matrix $T$. The largest eigenvalues $\lambda_1 = 1$, the second largest eigenvalue should be $\lambda_2 = 1 - \alpha$. 

Algorithm 9: Global Reputation Updating Procedure

1. **Input**: Local trust scores stored among nodes
2. **Output**: Global reputation scores for all nodes for use by score managers collaboratively to find the $m$ most reputable nodes using Algorithm 1
3. **Procedure**:
4. for each node $i$ do
5.   for all each node $j$, which is an out-degree neighbor of node $i$ do
6.     aggregate local trust scores from node $j$
7.     Send the score message $(r_{ij}, i)$ to the score manager of node $j$
8.   end for
9. if node $i$ is the score manager of node $k$ then
10.   for all node $j$, which is an in-degree neighbor of node $k$ do
11.     Receive the score message $(r_{jk}, j)$ from node $j$
12.     Locate the score manager of node $j$
13.   end for
14. Set a temporary variable $pre = 0$; initialize the error threshold $\epsilon$
15. and **global reputation** $v_k$ of node $k$
16. **repeat**
17.   Set $pre = v_k$; $v_k = 0$
18.   for all received score pair $(r_{jk}, j)$, where $j$ is an in-degree neighbor of node $k$ do
19.     Receive the global reputation $v_j$ from the score manager of node $j$
20.   end for
21. if node $k$ being a power node then
22.   $v_k = (1 - \alpha) \sum(v_j \times r_{jk}) + \frac{\alpha}{m}$
23. else
24.   $v_k = (1 - \alpha) \sum(v_j \times r_{jk})$
25. end if
26. Compute $\delta = |v_k - pre|$ 
27. **until** $\delta < \epsilon$
28. **end if**
29. **end for**
30. **end Procedure**
2.5.3 Trust Systems Based on Both Individual Reputation and Social Relationship

2.5.3.1 REGRET

REGRET (A reputation model for gregarious societies)[65] is a trust system based on reputation. It measures the value of reputation and implements a distributed control to manage reputation. REGRET employs a reputation computation engine based on fuzzy model[17]. REGRET considers three dimensions of reputation: individual, social and ontological[84]. It is a unique distributed TRS system that employs various aspects of a community to derive a peer trust value. When a peer joins a network, the peer can rate the seller (another peer) and the community which the seller belongs to. In comparison to PeerTrust[91], REGRET can analyze a community as a whole, while PeerTrust only scrutinizes at analyzing the seller. An impression is an object that enables a peer to rate another peer on the scale of [-1, 1] based on a specific property relative to the seller. An impression is a subjective evaluation produced by a peer on a particular aspect of an outcome. Reputation in REGRET is seen as an ensemble of different pieces of information. If a peer evaluates reputations only with information from its direct cooperation with other peers, it is called individual dimension. When a peer uses information about another peer derived from members of the society and social relations, this is referred to as social dimension. The social dimension is based on the interaction between the members of a group[85]. A reputation of a peer in a group is influenced by the reputation of other peers in the group. Some properties may play a part in the evaluation of the reputation of a peer; for instance, when looking for a good university to study at, tuition fees, language of instruction and security may be considered as elements of its reputation. These elements upon which reputation is based referred to as the ontological dimension. The primary issue with the system is that the cost of computing the reputation of societies is costly in terms of preservation and assembly of reputation values. Moreover, making a decision regarding which node should be selected for association with a society is costly.

Algorithms Based on Trust Management Using a Distributed Control
2.5.3.2 NodeRanking

Like REGRET, NodeRanking\cite{85} is another trust system based on both individual reputation and social relationship as a trust model; it executes a distributed control to manage trust. It does not rely on the feedback technique\cite{68}, as is the case with REGRET. The social network is built with information from various sources such as link in personal web pages, email traffic, commercial transactions, documentary information and knowledge exchanges, responses to answers, advice, or document authorship\cite{68}. Data mining techniques can be used to obtain all this information. NodeRanking can estimate a reputation exclusively from local information using topological information. The reputation value of a node $i$ can be evaluated by the number of references provided to it by other nodes in the network. The degree of authority is used as a measure\cite{5}. The sum of all nodes that point to a node $i$ should be a positive value. A random walker strategy is used to explore the graph. It begins by selecting a random node and pursues outgoing references to other nodes, according to\cite{85}. Also, there is no need to be aware of all graphs for NodeRanking to operate. A gossiping algorithm manages sharing of knowledge among all peers that are involved in the P2P network. Furthermore, it needs a central entity in order to acquire all the results of the ranking. Algorithm 10 represents the random walker strategy to travel through the graph network. In order to construct the social network, knowledge from personal pages was extracted, with each personal page representing a node (a member of a community). The directed edges of the graph are computed:

$$w(a \rightarrow b) = w_{email}(a \rightarrow b) + w_{link}(a \rightarrow b) + w_{name}(a \rightarrow b) \quad (2.7)$$

The sum of the three factors determines the weight of a relationship: if $w_{email}(a \rightarrow b) = 1$, there exists an email address of member $b$ in personal pages of member $a$; if not the value is equal to $0$.

$$w_{link}(a \rightarrow b) = \sum_{\forall \alpha \in R(a,b)} \frac{2}{depth(\alpha, a) + depth(\alpha, b)} \quad (2.8)$$

$R(a,b)$ represents a set of resources (accessible through the web) of node $b$ that are located in the personal page of a node $a$. $depth(\alpha, a)$ represents the depth of a resource $\alpha$.
in the personal page of node $a$. To extract the number of occurrences of $b$ in node $a$:

$$w_{name}(a \to b) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=0}^{\#name(a \to b)} \frac{1}{i^2}$$  \hfill (2.9)

---

**Algorithm 10: NodeRanking algorithm**

1. while (!converge()) do
2. \hspace{1em} n = getNode(graph g);
3. \hspace{1em} while (nnew!=null) do
4. \hspace{2em} passAuthority(n);
5. \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} nnew = getNextNode(n,g);
6. \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} n = nnew
7. \hspace{1em} end while
8. end while
9. end Procedure

getNode() = chooses a random normal node in a ring. getNextNode(n,g) = Based on information about a set of out-edges for each node, it gives back one of the out-neighbours nodes of node $n$ to be explored. If the path is broken, it gives back a null node. The path breaks when the algorithm reaches a node already explored previously, or when a specific value of jumping probability is attained. When the random walker arrives at a node, it estimated the jumping probability using this equation:

$$Pr_{jump}(a) = \frac{1}{\#outEdges(a) + l}$$  \hfill (2.10)

The equation 2.10 determines the probability of a node to break the path. Nodes with a greater number of out-edges reduce the probability of breaking the path while a node with fewer out-edges increases the probability to break the path. Node $b$ to be explored is chosen with density probability function determined by:

$$Pr_{choose}(n \to s) = \frac{w_{n\to s}}{\sum_{l\in outNodes(n)} w_{n\to l}}$$  \hfill (2.11)

Equation 2.11 expresses the weight of the edge between $a$ and $b$. The numerator determines the weight of the link connecting $n$ and $s$. passAuthority(node x): All nodes that $x$ points to are delegated or transferred as part of the authority of $x$.

$$auth(y) = auth(y) + \left[ \frac{Pr_{choose}(x \to y)auth(x)}{F_y} \right]$$  \hfill (2.12)
The value of the authority is kept by $F_y$ in a restricted range of values, because the authority of a node tends to continuously increase as the random walker progresses. The initial value of $F$ is the sum of the authority of all nodes that constitute the graph, and factor $F \geq 1$. The transition probability matrix of NodeRanking is:

$$M = J \frac{1}{N} \vec{1}\vec{1}^T + (\vec{1}\vec{1}^T - J)P$$

(2.13)

Where $\vec{1}$ represents a vector of 1s, $N$ represents the number of nodes, and $P$ represents the adjacent matrix normalized by rows. $J$ represents the jumping probability matrix defined as 0. The diagonals of the matrix keeps jumping the probability $Pr_{jump}$ of a node.

`convergence()` helps to determine the stationary state of all nodes based on a defined threshold $\varphi$. With the knowledge that each node is aware of its last increment authority, if the increment of a node is below the threshold $\varphi$, a node is seen to be in stationary state. The algorithm stops running when all nodes in the network are considered stationary. In this algorithm, nodes inform their state of becoming stationary.

### 2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed the paradigms, benefits, applications, architecture and taxonomy of P2P systems. We presented the centralized, decentralized and hybrid P2P systems. Then, we looked at routing in decentralized P2P systems, by presenting routing in unstructured, flat structured, and hierarchically structured P2P system. In routing flat structured P2P systems, we addressed Chord, CAN, Pastry and Tapestry, while in hierarchical model we presented Baton and Chordella. Moreover, we discussed hierarchical Chord in particular, by showing its characteristics, advantages, and hierarchical lookup service. We also discussed top-level overlay network made up superpeers and the intra-group Chord ring that is implemented by groups. Finally, we discussed trust and reputation systems. We defined trust and reputation concepts, and spoke of their characteristics and differences. We presented the classification of trust and reputation algorithms based on individual reputation, such as PeerTrust, EigenTrust, AbsoluteTrust and PowerTrust, and those which
are based on both individual and social relationship such as REGRET and NodeRanking. In the next chapter, we will redesign EigenTrust, AbsoluteTrust, PowerTrust and NodeRanking Trust and reputation algorithms, to adapt them for the hierarchical Chord P2P network, analyze their complexity, and present the system model architecture.
Chapter 3

Trust and Reputation Algorithms
For Hierarchical Chord

We have examined hierarchically P2P systems in the previous chapter and also some architectures developed so far such as in[45][36][31]. In this chapter we present four trust and reputation algorithms for hierarchically Chord structured P2P networks. We begin by introducing the architecture of hierarchical Chord, then, we redesign the trust and reputation algorithms for our hierarchical Chord model. Based on our research we have chosen these four algorithms that we improve and adapt to the hierarchical Chord architecture, namely EigenTrust[44], PowerTrust[96], Absolute Trust[12] and NodeRanking.

3.1 Overview

EigenTrust, PowerTrust, Absolute trust and NodeRanking are trust systems based on reputation systems; Trust is based on feedback from other peers. EigenTrust collects reputation by polling, also, the EigenTrust algorithm relies on the random surfer model, flow model. This algorithm requires the presence of pre-trusted peers and necessitates normalizing of local trust values in order to aggregate them. PowerTrust relies on the assumption of the power law network on user’s feedback. PowerTrust is similar to EigenTrust when it aggregates local trust, but it is different from EigenTrust on same ways; in PowerTrust
pre-trusted peers can be replaced by more reputable peers in the network. The choice of pre-trusted peers is selected dynamically by electing the most reputable peers in the network. Absolute Trust does not require any kind of pre-trusted peer, power peers or a centralized entity, and it does not necessitate a normalization of trust. It uses the concept of weighted averaging and scaling of local trust. The computation of global trust is performed recursively; it then converges at a certain unique value. Finally, NodeRanking uses the degree of authority of a node to measure its reputation. It deploys a random walker strategy.

3.2 System Model Architecture

The model of our hierarchical Chord is similar to that developed in [45] and [31]. In our thesis, we determine more practical and advantageous ways to use the model that take current concerns into account in terms of resource distribution and the discovery mechanism of resources. This model is designed to be used in a two-tier hierarchy, at least, and should be extended to n-tier hierarchy. For the purpose of our research, we assume a three-tier hierarchy, where a ring of nodes can join the network through another ring of nodes already in the network. We also consider that a main ring is composed of superpeers that connect other nodes to form a ring, and that an m-bit identifier is attributed to each peer and each key. The model we use is based on a cloud service provider (CSP) that is made up of many data centre disseminated around the globe, for example, in each continent. Thus, each continent can be connected to the super ring by using a Superpeer called “remote resource manager (RRM)”, detailed in the next section. Each continent can be composed of many home rings, as depicted in figure 3.2.

3.2.1 Superpeer

A superpeer $S_i$ is a peer or a node that has ideal characteristics in terms of storage capacity, stability and computation. A superpeer is available for a long period in the network and in many cases it is used as a server by other computers. Generally, a superpeer does not
quit the network. A group $G_i$ may contain more than one superpeers. We assume that a superpeer that links two group of nodes is called “$(RRM)$”. A RRM operates as a proxy, which is a liaison between two rings. When a group needs to join the network, it should select a superpeer to be RRM, or a RRM should be selected before a ring joins the network. In the cloud environment, we assume that each ring is composed of many superpeers that host different kinds of servers or data centre. Data centre are selected based on their characteristics such as availability, security, performance, capacity and data integrity. When a node $i$ in a group $G_i$ wants to communicate with a node $j$ in a group $G_j$, the node $i$ sends the query to its superpeers $S_i$ set and one of its superpeers redirects the query to the node $j$ in the group $G_j$. In our model depicted in the Figure 3.2, we consider that two groups are linked by a single superpeer. Thus, a superpeer, the RRM $S_i$ connects a group $G_i$ and a group $G_j$. A RRM working in a Chord lookup system is assumed to have two finger tables, one for each of the two connected rings, and maintains successors and predecessors from each ring.

3.2.2 Normal or Regular Peers

Normal peers are peers that participate in the overlay network in a group ring. Normal peers may have less characteristics than superpeers. But a normal peer can be elected to be a superpeer in case of the failure or departure of a superpeer. The system maintains a list of all normal peers with their characteristics and resources, and based on that, a normal peer can be elected to become a Superpeer. When a normal peer is the first to join a new ring, it is considered as a superpeer until there are other nodes, and an election can be organized to choose the nodes that have the features and resources to become superpeer. Each normal peer knows the name and IP address of its superpeers in the same group or ring. A normal peer may or may not stay longer in the network.
3.2.3 Node Group

In this system, nodes are organized in group $G_i$ of nodes. A group is a flat system. Every group is organized around its own overlay network and lookup service. In our architecture we assume that all groups are organized around a DHT Chord lookup service. We assume that a node group is composed of normal and superpeers nodes, and all nodes are located in the same region. Each group is independent from other groups. We consider two types of groups: “home group or home ring (HR)” and “super group or Super Ring (SR)”. We assume that there are many Home Rings and one Super Ring.

3.2.3.1 Home Group (Home Ring)

A home group or a home ring is a group of nodes around a ring organized around a lookup service called “intra-group lookup service”. In this work, we use home ring (HR) to designate home group. Each HR is designated by an identifier that is unique. A group $i$ is appointed by $G_i$ and contains a number of nodes, normal peers as well as superpeers. Home rings build the hierarchy of the network and they are located in different places. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 depicts the architecture of the hierarchical model. In this model, we assume that there are many HRs connected among them using RRM peers. Figure 3.1 depicts the organisation of a HR that we assume in our model. A Home Ring is considered to be autonomous so that files exchange will be confined as much as possible among peers in a HR. It functions like a F-P2P but it communicates with other HRs in hierarchical network through RRM’s. A HR may have a great number of nodes; it can connect many other rings and extends the hierarchy of the entire tree, its length.

3.2.3.2 Super Ring (SR)

SR is the main ring that connects all other HRs located in geographically distant locations. As depicted in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, SR is considered as the first group, the first ring or the main ring. It is useful in propagating queries among HR that are connected to it. A SR is organized around a Chord lookup system. A SR is designed to connect many
other rings that are distant. It helps in propagating queries and data flow among different other groups of nodes (Home rings). We assume that all nodes participating in the SR are superpeers, and also, there is only one SR where many HRs are connected. In a tree, the SR is considered as the root of the tree.
3.2.4 Nodes in the Hierarchy

In this project, we use a three-layer structure. In the layered structure, the lower the layer of the ring, the smaller the average latency between nodes in the ring. In the overall P2P network, the H-Chord contains many P2P overlay networks in different layers (namely, P2P ring). Nodes are distributed in different layers. For example, if the user set the size of the ring to be four, the three-layer H-Chord structure will be shown as in Figure 3.2. There are 52 nodes in the system totally, the 4 nodes (superpeers) belong to the main ring (level-1), the 12 nodes are added to level-2, and the other 36 nodes are level-3 peers.

3.2.5 Lookup Service

We consider that all groups apply a DHT chord lookup service. For the entire network, the lookup service uses the hierarchical architecture like in[31]. As in a flat DHT Chord, every peer manages a group of successors, predecessors and finger vectors in the routing table. Every normal peer keeps the IP address of the superpeers (in the HR) that are
connected to other groups. We also assume that a superpeer in a group (at the top level) keeps a vector of successors and predecessors groups. The lookup service, first determines a group that is responsible for the key then finds the peer that is in charge of the key. The hierarchy is organized around N-tiers levels, thus the lookup needs to determines all levels that must be browsed to reach the group that is responsible for the key, and at the same time, the peer that is in charge of the key. The query hops from one group to another through superpeers (RRM). Figure 3.4 depicts the hierarchical model lookup process. Figure illustrates how a query browses different groups of nodes until it finds the answer to the query. A query is transmitted to other peers and groups of nodes only if the answer cannot be found locally. A query passes by the main ring to reach other groups of nodes. The lookup service should be fast because the system must determine the group and hops to the group that has the key. To maintain the high performance of the entire hierarchy, a number of hops from one group to another should be determined during the lookup process. For example if the number of hops is fixed to four, that means a query from a local HR should browse through four other rings to find the result of the key. If a query browses all four rings and does not find the result, it is assumed that there is not an answer to the query. To overcome this limitation, the system is assumed to have query cache in HR to keep responses of previous queries.

3.2.6 Assumptions

Based on our architecture depicted in Figure 3.2, for our algorithms we have made a number of assumptions and considerations. First, we consider that there are a number of superpeers in each HR, at least one. We also suppose that all superpeers in the network are pre-trusted peers and all “RRM peers” are pre-trusted peers as well. Each HR has a “RRM”, superpeers and normal peers. We assume that SR is composed of the RRM peers (that connect HRs) and other Superpeers. Also, we consider that selected superpeers contain two finger tables from both rings it interconnects with, and their finger tables are vectors containing the ID of superpeers that are successors and predecessors. A RRM can only connect two different rings at most. Finally, we assume that some superpeers and RRM in
Figure 3.4: Hierarchical Model lookup process
every ring stay longer in the network. They are selected to be set up in the network, and considered to be stable.

3.3 EigenTrust Algorithm for H-Chord

EigenTrust algorithm is one of the more well-known algorithms designed for P2P flat systems. Flat P2P networks are systems that use a key space carries on one dimension. In this section, we redesign an EigenTrust algorithm for Hierarchical Chord P2P networks. EigenTrust is an algorithm suitable for reducing the number of inauthentic files in a P2P system based on file sharing. In our model based on CSP, many data-centre share data and the problem of inauthentic files can become poignant in trust management. This EigenTrust algorithm is applied to the hierarchical architecture model and to any other Chord-based hierarchical P2P system. To apply this algorithm in this architecture, we assume that HR’s should communicate to exchange information about the score of nodes when for example a node $i$ from a group $G_i$ downloads files from a node $j$ in group $G_j$.

3.3.1 EigenTrust Algorithm

The presented Algorithm 11 takes into account the hierarchical aspects of the network. A HR can join the network at any time, but for a node to provide feedback about other nodes, it should have interacted with other peers for a certain number of transactions. The number of transaction should be determined. The distributed algorithm considers a RRM with two finger tables from both rings it links, that which eases communication and the lookup service.

In the algorithm, some important information about group $G_j$, $RRM_j$ and pre-trusted peers (superpeers) $P_j$ is added to improve the lookup process in the hierarchical structure. A group is identified by $G_j$. Thus, at each level, pre-trusted peers are assumed to be involved in the computation of trust and reputation. The algorithm computes the local trust of peers by using score managers of each peer to keep the score, and then aggregating all trust scores of a peer to determine its global reputation in the network. Because this
Algorithm 11: (EigenTrust for Hierarchical Chord)

1. $A_i^l$: Set of peers (from local and remote HR) which have downloaded files from peer $i$.
2. $B_i^l$: Set of peers (from local and remote HR) from which peer $i$ has downloaded files.
3. $G_j$: Group id.
4. $P_j$: Pre-trusted Superpeers.
5. $RRM_j$: Pre-trusted Superpeer (gateway).
6. $hops_j$: Number of hops from ring to ring.
7. $Rpeer_j$: Number of remote peers to send scores.

for each $(G_j)$ do
  $P_j \leftarrow$ const
  $hops_j \leftarrow$ const
  $Rpeer_j \leftarrow$ const
end for

for each peer $i$ in a $(G_j)$ do
  Submit Local trust values $\vec{c}_i$ to all score managers at positions $h_m(pos_i)$, $m = 1, 2, ..., M - 1$
  if Local trust value of peers $\in$ other HR’s then
    Transfer their scores to the local RRM
    determine the id of the remote HR
    Local RRM sends value to remote RRM of the HR, to the score managers
  end if
  Collect all Local trust values $\vec{c}_d$ and set of $B_i^d$
  Submit daughter $d$’s Local trust values $c_{jd}$ to score managers $h_m(pos_i)$, $m = 1, 2, ..., M - 1$ with $j \in B_i^d$
  Collect acquaintances $A_i^d$ of daughter peers
  Communicate with other HR to collect acquaintances $A_i^d$ of daughter peers
  for each daughter peer $d \in D_i$ do
    query all peers $j \in A_i^l$ for $c_{jd}$
    if peers $j \in$ to another HR then
      send queries to RRM to transfer them to indicated HR.
    end if
  end for
  repeat
    $t_k^{d+1} = (1 - a)(c_{1t_k^1} + c_{2t_k^2} + ... + c_{nt_k^n}) + aP_j$;
    $t_k^{d+1} = t_k^{d+1}$ to all peers $j \in B_i^d$
    sent to RRM all $(c_{jd}t_k^{d+1})$ for other HR’s.
    wait for all peers $j \in A_i^d$ to return $(c_{jd}t_k^{d+1})$;
    wait for all peers $j \in A_i^d$ from other HR’s to return $(c_{jd}t_k^{d+1})$;
    until $|t_k^{d+1} - t_k^d| < \varepsilon$
end for
end for

The algorithm works in a hierarchical environment, transactions made outside HR’s, are used to bring the scores of all peers score from other HRs to local ring in order to compute the global reputation of a local peer.

In a hierarchically structured P2P, the number of local trust values reported by a peer $i$ is limited because a network may have a huge number of peers. The algorithm adds a variable $Rpeer_j$ to limit the number of remote peers that can send scores of a peer $i$ located in a local ring. But practically, a peer $i$ in a network has a limited number of interactions with other peers. This algorithm allows a peer to have its score managers only located in the same HR to optimize the algorithm and to reduce traffic in the network. Peers outside of a local HR can report scores of peers in another ring to their RRM or superpeers, which
will then transfer scores to score managers of peers into their corresponding HR’s. Any
time a peer has to report the score of another peer that is not in the same HR, it transmits
it to the RRM, since the RRM works in two HR’s.

We also assume that a group can only interact with a limited number of other groups.
The number of hops from one ring to another rings for lookup purpose is determined and
limited by the variable $hops_j$, since in many cases, a query is sent outside the group only
when the group does not have an answer to the query. Not all nodes will interact in the
H-Chord network, and the number of nodes in every HR is reduced comparatively to the
number of nodes in one flat Chord. Small rings (home rings) will execute the algorithm
faster than one large flat ring; this allows the algorithm to converge faster.

3.3.2 Complexity of the Algorithm

**Proposition 1.** The algorithm is executed in $O(n^2)$.

**Proof.** To compute the complexity of the algorithm, we need to take into account the local
and remote computation of node scores. Essentially, local computation involves many peers
relative to remote computation due to restriction of the number of hops and remote peers
that can send feedback for a peer in a local HR. Also, the system allows the use of cache
to keep results of queries. The algorithm is run by each HR and RRMs are involved in the
exchange of scores. When the algorithm is run for the first time, it determines pre-trusted
peers, RRM and the number of hops it is permitted to use while sending a query out-site
of a local ring. The first operations of all nodes in the H-CHord concern the computation
of trust and the reputation of a chosen node. The idea in a hierarchical structure is to
keep queries in the local ring. A query is forwarded out of the HR only if there is not
any node (in the home ring) that can provide a response to a query, meaning that, the
interaction among rings will be reduced and used only for specific purposes, like exchanging
information about scores of nodes or data. Finally, we assume that in the computation of
the reputation of a node $i$, the number of HR’s from which peers will send feedback after
having performed transactions with node $i$ must be limited to increase the performance of
the algorithm, and the number of remote peers from other HR’s to a local ring is limited to improve the performance of the algorithm. Also, the number of nodes in a local ring is reduced so that the performance of the algorithm is improved.

3.4 PowerTrust Algorithm for H-Chord

In the flat PowerTrust, when power nodes become less active, fail or demonstrate abnormal behavior, they are replaced. The system organizes an election for new power nodes. In hierarchical structure, we assume that each HR has a number of known predefined power nodes and normal nodes can be elected to become power nodes based on their higher reputation and their capacities in the HR. RRM peers are also replaced only in the event that they fail. Thus, PowerTrust helps in selecting more reputable peers among normal peers. Algorithm 12 describes the process of selecting reputable peers among normal peers. Algorithm 13 initializes the global reputation aggregation, and Algorithm 14 initiates the global Reputation updating procedure.

3.4.1 PowerTrust Algorithm of Selection Power Nodes

Algorithm 12 is executed in each HR. We assume that power nodes and RRM of each group $G_i$ are predetermined. Also, because of their autonomy, each HR keeps all score manager nodes locally and all processes are executed without communicating with other HR’s. After the execution of the algorithm, every group adds a number of normal peers to the group of power nodes. In the algorithm, we assume that there are power nodes and normal nodes in a HR. Also a HR may have more power nodes (super peers) than normal peers. If the number of power nodes is greater or equal to that of normal peers, we assume that there are enough reputable nodes that can participate in the computation of the trust and reputation of other nodes in the HR. Thus, this algorithm of selecting reputable nodes cannot be executed in a HR when the number of power nodes is greater or equal to the number of normal peers. Moreover, for the algorithm to be run, nodes should have executed a certain average number of transactions in a ring previously.
Algorithm 12: Selection of m most reputable normal nodes

1. Input: Global reputations stored among score managers
2. Input: predetermined Power nodes
3. Input: predetermined RRM
4. Input: Each group \( G_i \)
5. Output: m most reputable normal nodes
6. Procedure:
7. if (number of power nodes \( \geq \) number of normal nodes) then
8. stop the execution;
9. else
10. if (node == predetermined Power node) then
11. return;
12. else
13. for each score manager \( j \), suppose it is the score manager of node \( i \) do
14. hash reputation value \( v_i \) to a hash value \( H(v_i) \) using a LPH function;
15. insert the triplet \( (v_i, i, j) \) to the successor node of \( H(v_i) \)
16. end for
17. Initialize: node \( x \) = successor node of the maximum hash value
18. Set \( p = \) number of triplets with highest reputation values stored in node \( x \)
19. end if
20. end if
21. loop:
22. if \( p > m \) then
23. return;
24. else
25. node \( x \) sends a message to its predecessor
26. node \( y \) finds the next \( m - p \) highest reputation triplets
27. node \( x = node \ y \)
28. \( m = m - p \)
29. \( p = \) number of triplets stored in node \( y \)
30. goto loop
31. end if
32. end loop
33. end Procedure

3.4.1.1 Complexity of the Algorithm

Proposition 2. The algorithm is executed in \( O(n) \) times.

Proof. Each HR executes the algorithm in \( O(n) \) (\( n \) the number of nodes) and does not need to communicate with other HRs to determine the most reputable nodes. Each score manager uses a LPH function to hash reputation value \( v_i \) to a hash value \( H(v_i) \) and another loop is executed to find the highest reputation triplets among normal peers. The algorithm will run faster because every HR has super nodes and a reduced number of nodes in comparison to a flat structure and there are already some reputable nodes (pre-defined superpeers and RRM). If the first condition of the algorithm is fulfilled, the algorithm stops because the number of power nodes is greater than the number of normal nodes. Another advantage is that, every HR is managing a reduced number of nodes relative to a flat P2P network. This will allow the algorithm to run fast.
Algorithm 13: Initial Global Reputation Aggregation

1. Input: Predetermined Power nodes
2. Input: Predetermined RRM
3. Input: Group $G_i$
4. Input: Local trust scores stored among nodes
5. Output: Global reputation for every node
6. Procedure:
7. (the procedure is applied to all HR from which peers participate in resource exchange)
8. for each node $i$ do
9. for all each node $j$, which is an out-degree neighbor of node $i$ do
10. Send the score message $(r_{ij}, i)$ to the score manager of node $j$
11. if node $j$ is in another HR then
12. Transfer the score message to the $RRM_i$ in the $HR_i$ of node $i$
13. $RRM_i$ transmits the score message to the corresponding score manager of $j$ in its $HR_j$
14. end if
15. end for
16. if node $i$ is the score manager of node $k$ then
17. for all node $j$, which is an in-degree neighbor of node $k$ do
18. Receive the score message $(r_{jk}, j)$ from node $j$
19. Locate the score manager of node $j$
20. if node $j$ is in another HR then
21. node $j$ transmit the the score message from one to another RRM until to the HR in the $RRM_i$ of node $i$
22. end if
23. end for
24. end if
25. Set a temporary variable $pre = 0$; initialize the error threshold $\epsilon$
26. and global reputation $v_k$ of node $k$
27. repeat
28. Set $pre = v_k$; $v_k = 0$
29. for all received score pair $(r_{jk}, j)$, where $j$ is an in-degree neighbor of node $k$ do
30. Receive the global reputation $v_j$ from the score manager of node $j$
31. $v_k = v_k + v_j r_{jk}$
32. end for
33. Compute $\delta = |v_k - pre|$ until $\delta < \epsilon$
34. until $\delta < \epsilon$
35. end if
36. end Procedure

3.4.2 Initial Global Reputation Aggregation

Algorithm 13 initializes the global reputation aggregation for all nodes in the network. We assume that we need to limit the amount of feedback from nodes in other HR’s, and the number of HR’s from which nodes send feedbacks. Also, RRM’s are solicited to transfer scores of a peer $i$ from one HR to another until it reaches the score manager of peer $i$ in its HR, a RRM facilitates the collection of scores from different HR’s.

3.4.2.1 Complexity of the Algorithm

Proposition 3. Algorithm 13 is performed in $O(n^2)$.

Proof. For $n$ HR, the algorithm is executed for $n$ nodes. The number of nodes in a HR is
reduced in comparison to one large flat ring so that the algorithm can run fast. Queries are sent out of a ring only if there are not responses from the local ring. Thus, the flow of communication among rings is reduced and does not generate a huge amount of data. The presence of caches will somehow help to solve the problem. The communication among nodes is optimized in the ring. The algorithm gathers scores of all out-degree and in-degree neighbours of nodes in the network. RRM’s in HR’s are used to transfer the score from one ring to another. To improve the complexity, the number of hops of scores need to be limited, in particular, hops from one node to another node and from one HR to another. The number of transactions after which the algorithm can run to aggregate reputation should be defined.

3.4.3 Global Reputation Updating Procedure

Algorithm 14 works similar to Algorithm 13 but it is only used to maximize the advantages of power nodes. The run time is the same as that of Algorithm 13.

Algorithm 14 solves the problem of joining and leaving nodes in HR’s. When nodes join and leave a HR, the transition matrix should be computed again to update the global reputation of nodes. In a hierarchical environment, the HR should communicate and exchange messages about the scores of nodes and update their global reputation.

3.4.3.1 Complexity of the Algorithm

Proposition 4. Like Algorithm 13, Algorithm 14 runs in \(O(n^2)\).

Proof. A number of peers will stay longer in the network, such as superpeers and RRM peers, and they are more reputable. This will reduce the number of peers that join or leave the network, and the transition matrix will be computed with minimal changes.
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Algorithm 14: Global Reputation Updating Procedure

1. Input : Predetermined Power nodes
2. Input : Predetermined RRM
3. Input : Group $G_i$
4. Input : Local trust scores stored among nodes
5. Output : Global reputation scores for all nodes for use by score managers collaboratively to find the $m$ most normal reputable nodes using Algorithm 1

Procedure :

1. for each node $i$ do
2. for all each node $j$, which is an out-degree neighbor of node $i$ do
3. aggregate local trust scores from node $j$
4. Send the score message $(r_{ij}, i)$ to the score manager of node $j$
5. if node $j$ is in another HR then
6. send the score message to the RRM in the HR of node $j$
7. end if
8. end for
9. if node $i$ is the score manager of node $k$ then
10. for all node $j$, which is an in-degree neighbor of node $k$ do
11. Receive the score message $(r_{jk}, j)$ from node $j$
12. Locate the score manager of node $j$
13. if node $j$ is in another HR then
14. send the score message to the RRM in the HR of node $i$
15. end if
16. end for
17. Compute $\delta = |v_k - \text{pre}|$
18. until $\delta < \epsilon$
19. end if
20. end for
21. end Procedure

3.5 Absolute Trust Algorithm for Reputation Management in Hierarchical Chord

In hierarchical structure, Absolute Trust is assumed to run in many groups of nodes organized in rings. It uses two algorithms to compute the reputation of peers. Algorithm 15 is run for selecting source peers in local and remote rings and Algorithm 16 is run to update the global trust of peers for their previous transactions in local and remote rings. For each algorithm, the same assumptions will be made to adapt them for hierarchical Chord. In the flat Absolute Trust algorithm, there is no need for pre-trusted peers or power peers. However, in hierarchical Absolute Trust, the presence of pre-trusted peers, superpeers or power
peers makes it not logical, but important. This is, because in Hierarchical environment, there are many flat networks interconnected which create a hierarchy. All flat networks are connected to each other through superpeers and RRM.s. Thus, Absolute Trust will be run in every ring.

### 3.5.1 Algorithm for Selection of Source Peer

Algorithm 15 represents the selection of source peers in H-Chord. Superpeers, Group $G_i$ and RRM $RRM_i$ are considered as input. To find source peers, the algorithm will select peers in other HR’s, thus, another variable needs to be added to determine the number of hops ($h_i$) from one ring to another to find source peers, in other words, to determine the number of rings that need to be visited to discover source peers. Also, the search of source peers focuses on the HR where a query is generated to see if a result could be found. If no result is found, then it will be extended to other rings. This will help to prioritize the local ring where the query is from to encourage local exchange and avoid huge message traffic that can impact the performance of the algorithm. Furthermore, the number of source peers to find in the network can be limited to improve the performance of the algorithm. If the number of source peers does not reach the limited number, then the search can be extended to other rings. If there are two source peers with the same global trust score, the source peer that is in the same ring where a query is issued and should be selected. Using hierarchical Chord, we assume that each peer $i$ has score managers in charge of keeping its trust score. Score managers are allocated to peers by means of the DHT because Chord is used. Score managers are involved in updating the global trust of a peer. The location of a score manager of a peer is determined by using a hash function on a peer ID (IP address and a TCP port). After having evaluated files from a peer, a feedback about the transaction is sent to it score manager. If the peer for which the feedback should be sent is in another ring, its score should be sent to its score managers in the same ring through RRM.s. Superpeers can be employed as score managers for normal peers because they are trustworthy.
Algorithm 15: For selection of source peer

1. **Input**: Superpeers
2. **Input**: Group Gi
3. **Input**: RRM RRM_i
4. **Input**: number of hops (number of rings to visit) $h_i$
5. **Input**: limit of source peers $L_i$
6. **Output**: Source peers
7. **Procedure**

   8. $\text{Global}_\text{ref} \leftarrow \frac{w_g + w_b}{2}$
   9. $\text{TTL} \leftarrow \text{Const.}$
   10. $h_i \leftarrow \text{Const}$
   11. $L_i \leftarrow \text{Const}$
   12. for each Group Gi do
       13.     top:
       14.     SetTimeCounter $\geq 2 \times \text{TTL}$
       15.     $i \leftarrow 0$
       16.     Send the query for required file in Network;
       17.     while $i \leq \text{Time}_\text{Counter}$ do
       18.           Wait for response from the network;
       19.           $i \leftarrow i + 1$;
       20.     end while
       21.     if (Number_of_responding_peers $\in \text{Home}\_\text{Ring} == 0$) then
           22.         Send the query for required file to RRM to extend search in remote Rings ;
           23.         if $\text{TTL} \geq (\text{TTL})_\text{upper}$ then
               24.             Terminate the query process;
               25.         else
               26.             Increase TTL;
               27.         end if
               28.         GOTO top
       29.     end if
       30.     else
       31.         limit the Number_of_responding_peers to $L_i$
       32.         Get the Global_Trust of all the responding peers from their score managers;
       33.         Select the peer with maximum Global_Trust;
       34.         Give a privilege to Global_Trust of local peers;
       35.         if Global_Trust $\geq \text{Global}_\text{ref}$ then
           36.             Download the required file;
           37.         else
           38.             if the required file is in a peer $p_k$ in another HRk then
               39.                 the required file is transferred to its RRM
               40.             end if
               41.             Send the feedback to the score manager of source peer;
               42.             Stop;
               43.         else
               44.             if $\text{TTL} \geq (\text{TTL})_\text{upper}$ then
                   45.                 Terminate the query process;
                   46.             else
                   47.                 increase TTL
                   48.                 GOTO top
                   49.             end if
               50.         end else
       51.     end for
       52. end Procedure

3.5.1.1 Complexity of the Algorithm for Selection of Source Peer

**Proposition 5.** Algorithm 15 is performed in $O(n)$.

**Proof.** As input, the algorithm considers ring groups, RRM, the number of hops, limit of source peers and the $\text{global}_\text{ref}$. Superpeers and RRMs are considered to be reputable
peers, and in many cases, they will have many resources because the majority of them are servers. Thus, as servers, they will be among source peers and the search of data or items can be fulfilled without transferring a query to a remote ring. This will increase the possibility of selecting source peers in local rings and also function to speed up the execution of the algorithm.

3.5.2 Algorithm for updating the Global Trust of Peers

To improve Algorithm 16 in hierarchical Chord, the number of downloads after which the algorithm has to run is restricted, and we assume that the number of Local Trust scores that a peer should report must be limited to improve the performance of the algorithm. We emphasize on the fact that the interaction of a node with other nodes is delimited. A node commonly case communicates with a certain number of other nodes based on affinities. In a HR, all nodes have certain affinities and try to communicate among them before trying to interact with nodes in other HR’s.

3.5.2.1 Complexity of the Algorithm

Proposition 6. Algorithm 16 runs in $O(n^2)$. 

Proof. Each peer performs a certain number of operations, such as evaluating received files. Having assumed that the exchange among local rings will be improved, this algorithm will run fast. Furthermore, a number of peers (superpeers) function as servers with an extensive amount of huge amount of resources to be shared.

3.6 NodeRanking Algorithm for Reputation Management in Hierarchical Chord

NodeRanking is based on both individual reputation and social relationship. In our architecture we assume that all normal peers point to the superpeers and RRM, because every
Algorithm 16: For updating the global trust of peers

1. **Input**: Local Trust of peer
2. **Input**: Superpeers
3. **Input**: Group Gi
4. **Input**: RRM RRMi
5. **Output**: Global trust score, manager peers

**Procedure**
6. Number of download to run the algorithm (NDN) \(\leftarrow\) Const.
7. Number of Local Trust to report per peer \(\leftarrow\) Const.
8. for each peer i do
   9.   for all peer j, who is selected as source peer do
      10.   Evaluate the received file;
      11.   Assign the Local Trust value between \(w_b\) to \(w_g\);
      12.   Send the local Trust to the score manager of peer j;
      13.   if Score manager in another Ring then
      14.     send the local trust to RRM
      15.   end if
      16. end for
   17. if Peer i is score manager of peer k then
      18.   for all peer j, who is selected k as source peer do
      19.     Communicate with RRMj;
      20.     Receive the Local Trust values \(T_{kj}\)
      21.     Locate their score manager;
      22. end for
   23. end if
24. Initialisation;
25. Set \(p, q, previous t_k\), threshold ;
26. while error \(\geq\) threshold do
27.    Receive the Global Trust \(t_j\) from their trust holder peer;
28.    compute
29.    \[ t_i = \left( \frac{\sum_{j \in S_i} T_{ji} t_j}{\sum_{j \in S_i} t_j} \right)^p \left( \frac{\sum_{j \in S_i} t_j^2}{\sum_{j \in S_i} t_j} \right)^q \] \(\frac{1}{p+q}\)
30.    error \(\leftarrow\) \(|t_k - previous t_k|\)
31.    previous t_k \(\leftarrow\) \(t_k\)
32. end while
33. end for
34. end Procedure

normal node maintains links to its superpeers and RRM. Thus, in hierarchical Chord superpeers and RRM are pointed by many nodes. Their authority is set up to be higher, since superpeers and RRM are trustworthy nodes. The authority of a node is based on the authority of its in-nodes. In the first instance, all normal peers are initially granted the same authority. Algorithm 17 depicts NodeRanking in hierarchical Chord. The social network among nodes can be built by sharing news group, forums, personal web pages, images, emails, files and videos. As in[68], we assume that nodes share emails, links and names of members to construct a social network. The ranking will be based on information from these data sources. In H-Chord, the algorithm begins by selecting a random normal node in a HR. Based on its references, it continues to other nodes in the same HR. NodeRanking uses the Random walker strategy to browse the entire network. Each selected node performs a number of operations, such as allocation of a part of its authority to all nodes.
Algorithm 17: NodeRanking algorithm for H-Chord

1. Input : Superpeers $S_i$
2. Output : Node reputation
3. Input : Predetermined RRM
4. Input : Group $G_i$
5. Input : Group $G_i$
6. Input : $Rpeer_j$ : Number of remote peers to send scores
7. Procedure
8. for each group do
9.   $hops_j$ ← const
10.  $Rpeer_j$ ← const
11.  for each selected node $n$ do
12.     while (!converge()) do
13.         while ($n_{new}$=null) do
14.             passAuthority($n$);
15.             $n_{new}$ = getNextNode($n,g$);
16.             if (getNextNode($n,g$))== null then
17.                 Jumping probability is reached
18.             else
19.                 the path is broken
20.             end if
21.         end while
22.         $n = n_{new}$
23.         if $n$ belongs to a local HR then
24.             go to $n$
25.         else
26.             send a request to the RRM
27.         end if
28.     end while
29.     submit ranking result to a designated Superpeers $S_i$
30. end while
31. end for
32. end for
33. end Procedure

it points to.

NodeRanking needs to use a central entity to build the network graph; thus, in this architecture, superpeers in every HR are used for this purpose. They can be chosen or elected for centralizing node scores. They are employed to recuperate the results of the ranking process for all nodes in a local ring. Every node has its reputation carried by its respective superpeers or RRM. RRM are involved in propagating the trust of nodes from one HR to another. Since this architecture is Chord based, we assume that the random walker will follow the path based on information in finger tables of every node in a HR. It will travel from one node to another around the ring. Every ring runs the algorithm and transfer ranking results to its superpeers. The reputation of a node is based on the number of references from others nodes.

getNode() chooses a random normal node in a ring, and based on information on its finger table, it travels around the ring. getNextNode(n,g) determines the next node to be visited after node $n$ using information from its out-edges set and the finger table.
We assume that a node may have out-neighbours from its own HR or from other HRs. If a node has local out-neighbours and distant neighbours, it must give higher priority to local out-neighbors (nodes in the same HR). Thus, its next out-neighbor should be a local node. Otherwise, a request should be sent to the RRM to keep the score ranking of the out-neighbours and to refer to the next ring. Since a RRM superpeer behaves like a member of another ring, it links two groups of nodes. The probability of a node being chosen ($Pr_{\text{choose}}$) is the same as in the NodeRanking flat algorithm. To determine the jumping probability, we should take into account that a node may have local out-edges in the same HR and remote out-edges in other HRs. $\text{passAuthority}(n)$ also deals with out-edges from different HRs. In H-Chord, the factor $F$ is initialized for every node as the sum of the authority of all nodes in all the rings. We may assume that the factor $F$ only includes all nodes in HRs that are connected directly to its HR, particularly in its direct neighborhood. To determine $F$, we may also limit the number of hops among HRs. In H-Chord, the algorithm is run in every node and RRM to transfer ranking results from one ring to another. In the same way, the $\text{convergent()}$ function can be performed faster, because nodes are organized in small rings, and the number of hops are limited. Each HR determines the convergence of its nodes by means of superpeers and RRM superpeers. Every node notifies it convergence to its superpeers or RRM superpeer for exchange with other rings.

3.6.0.1 Complexity of NodeRanking Algorithm

**Proposition 7.** This algorithm runs in $O(n^2)$.

**Proof.** This algorithm browses all nodes and includes the jumping probability that depends on local information. A transition probability matrix is used to find the stationary state of the Markov chain. In hierarchical structure, communication and exchange among peers is optimized to be executed locally. Also, this algorithm is based on social interaction in a community, so a ring is seen as a community and every ring has its own central server to gather all ranking process results. The number of remote peers to send scores for a
local peer is determined and the number of nodes in a local ring is reduced relative to the number of nodes in the entire hierarchy.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we began by presenting the system model architecture environment of hierarchically Structured P2P Chord. We then discuss normal peers, superpeers and remote resource manager (RRM), and presented their characteristics and functions according to our system model architecture. Subsequently, we discussed the organization of nodes in groups by introducing the local group or home group, organized around an intra-group lookup service, which is composed of normal nodes, super nodes and one RRM node to connect with other local rings or to a super ring. We assumed that the super ring, also called the main ring, is only made up of with super nodes. We then explored about the lookup service and illustrated the hierarchical model lookup process and some assumptions we made for this architecture. After, we redesigned EigenTrust, PowerTrust, Absolute trust and NodeRanking to work in a hierarchical environment based on Chord. For each algorithm, according to its characteristics, we made appropriate assumptions and considerations to improve the algorithm performance in a hierarchical environment and presented their complexity. For EigenTrust we assumed that pre-trusted nodes will be maintained at each level of the hierarchy and the score is transferred from one ring to another by using RRM. For PowerTrust, we used three algorithms: one for selecting power nodes, another for initializing global reputation and the last for updating global reputation. The algorithm for selecting power nodes cannot be executed when the number of power nodes are greater or equal to the number of normal peers. For Absolute Trust, we employed two algorithms one for selecting source nodes and the second for updating the global trust. Its selecting source nodes added a variable to limit the number of hops between nodes in rings. Finally, we assume that in NodeRanking algorithms, all nodes are pointed to superpeers or RRM. We also suppose that each ring has a central entity to collect and maintain node scores. The next chapter will discuss the experiments and results to determine the performance of our trust and reputation algorithms.
In the following chapter, we will describe the experiments we performed and the results we obtained to illustrate the performance of our trust and reputation algorithms in a hierarchically structured P2P network. Moreover, we will compare the performance of each algorithm in a flat structured ring relative to its performance in two many hierarchically structured rings.
Chapter 4

Experimental Results

4.1 Introduction

In these experiments, we will evaluate the performance of trust and reputation algorithms in an hierarchical structured P2P networks using Chord lookup service. We will use existing experiments for each trust and reputation algorithm applied on flat Peer-to-Peer systems and apply them in our scheme; we will compare the results.

4.2 Experimental Setup

To run our experiments, we used an open-source simulator called PeerfactSim [32][48] developed by Technischen Universitt Darmstadt. Written in Java, PeerfactSim.KOM is a simulator designed for large scale distributed P2P systems. Its goal is to evaluate inter-dependencies in multi-layered P2P systems. PeerfactSim is composed of a single-threaded P2P simulator and designed in a modular and scalable way. An XML configuration file is used to group all modules that constitute a simulation. Moreover, modules are reusable to produce new simulations.

PeerfactSim does not currently support hierarchical Chord. One of the tasks was to modify the source code with an implementation of the flat Chord P2P system structure and
extend it to hierarchical Chord. This is so that the simulator can automatically generate a hierarchical P2P network with the possibility of allowing a user to specify the length of the tree and determine the number of nodes. At the end, some trust and reputation algorithms can be implemented for analysis.

All experiments were performed on a standalone computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3320M CPU @2.60GHz, 64 bits, using 8.00 GB. For coding we use Eclipse IDE for Java Developers, Version: Mars.1 Release(4.5.1) and jdk1.8.0_91. The Windows 7 Professional operating system was used.

For the experiments, we want to compare simulation results from a flat chord P2P system (with only one ring) to that of a hierarchical Chord P2P system. For this purpose, we consider that the hierarchy is limited to a three-tier DHT, so that we will have a three-level lookup service.

We will compare and analyze experimental results between flat algorithms and hierarchical algorithms. Moreover, we will compare the performance of all algorithms in the hierarchical network. To evaluate the performance of each algorithm, we use the fraction of download, residual curl and the malicious collective. Each experiment is executed 10 times. We assume that when a flat network has 100 nodes, the entire hierarchical network will have 100 nodes (all rings included). Then, we will increase the number of nodes to 500 and 1000 respectively in both networks, and compare results. For the sake of clarity and fair comparison, we assume that both flat and hierarchical networks have the same number of nodes and that all rings in the hierarchical network have the same number of nodes.

Table 4.1 represents the distribution of nodes in the hierarchical network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes per hierarchy</th>
<th>Nodes per ring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we perform experiments on the algorithms, obtain and interpret the results. To gain results, we run flat and hierarchical algorithms. In the experiments, we have placed our focus on fraction of download, residual curl and the malicious collective. Our experiments compare the fraction of download, the residual curl and malicious collective for each trust and reputation algorithm.

In the simulation test, 100, 500 and 1000 nodes are added to the flat peer-to-peer network and three-layer H-Chord. In order to make a fair comparison, we suppose that both the flat and H-Chord networks have the same number of peers. Because peers are joining and leaving the ring, the finger entries of the peers will not all be accurate.

4.3.0.1 Load Distribution

To capture the heterogeneity of the peers, we suppose that there are two categories of peers:

- Stable peers for node 1 to node 10;
- Unstable peers for the other nodes.

For the hierarchical organization, we select super-peers from a set of stable peers and we suppose that there is at least one stable peer in each group. For the flat organization, we choose nodes from the two categories randomly.

4.3.0.2 Convergence Speed

Convergence speed determines the number of iterations a trust and reputation algorithm runs to compute trust of nodes and then to provide their reputation. Convergence is
another aspect of concern since nonlinearity may result in a large number of iterations and render the system inefficient. Considering the procedure used for the P2P network, the following factors are found to affect the convergence speed:

- Convergence criteria and tolerance: from each trust and reputation algorithm.
- Type of divisions in substructures: hierarchical and flat networks.

4.3.0.3 Malicious Collective

For all our simulations, we choose to have the same fraction of malicious peers in both hierarchical and flat Chord, in order to readily compare the fraction of download from peers.

4.4 Results for 100 Nodes

In this section, we present the results from our experiment using 100 nodes.

4.4.1 Load Distribution

4.4.1.1 EigenTrust

Figure 4.1 represents the results of the simulation. We can see that load distribution for the H-Chord network is concentrated on nodes with higher stability in each level of the hierarchy. Conversely, in the flat EigenTrust network, load distribution is selecting data sources with more scattered patterns.

4.4.1.2 PowerTrust

Figure 4.2 shows results for PowerTrust using 100 nodes in the network. The results demonstrate that for both algorithms, load distribution is mostly concentrated on a certain number of nodes (since the PowerTrust algorithm allows selection of a limited number of
Figure 4.1: Results of Fraction of downloads in Flat and Hierarchical EigenTrust for 100 nodes

power nodes). Then, the load distribution stays constant for all other nodes. The flat PowerTrust load distribution curve is higher on the first nodes, then stays constant with a peak at a certain point. In H-PowerTrust, power nodes are selected in the first two levels of the hierarchy.

4.4.1.3 Absolute Trust

Figure 4.3 illustrates the fraction of downloads in flat and hierarchical Absolute Trust for 100 nodes. In H-absolute the load distribution is highly concentrated in a limited number of nodes (mostly superpeers). While in flat, we can see some scattered peaks on certain nodes.

4.4.1.4 NodeRanking

Figure 4.4 represents the fraction of downloads in flat and hierarchical NodeRanking for 100 nodes. Load distribution is centralized around nodes with higher stability in H-
NodeRanking. In H-NodeRanking, the load distribution is limited to certain nodes in the different levels of the hierarchy, based on the importance of nodes in the rings, and
while other nodes are ignored.

![Figure 4.4](image)

Figure 4.4: Results of fraction of downloads in flat and hierarchical NodeRanking for 100 nodes

4.4.2 Load Distribution Comparison of all Hierarchical Algorithms for 100 nodes

Figure 4.5 represents a comparison of all hierarchical algorithms in a network composed of 100 nodes. In this data, we can observe that for a network 100 nodes, NodeRanking presents the best performance of fraction of downloads, while certain algorithms show a slight upward trend at the beginning, followed by a gradual drop. Although the curve is not regular, we can observe peaks on more stable nodes. H-Absolute Trust comes in the second position followed by PowerTrust in the third position. At this stage of experiments, H-EigenTrust demonstrates the worst performance.
Figure 4.5: Comparison of fraction of download of all hierarchical algorithms in a 100 nodes P2P network

4.4.3 Malicious Collective

In this section, we compare all results from all four trust and reputation algorithms for 100 nodes, for both flat and hierarchical networks. Figure 4.6 depicts the fraction of inauthentic downloads when the fraction of malicious peers is about 43.56 %. We can see the difference between a flat and hierarchical algorithm and compare the percentage of inauthentic downloads. The hierarchical EigenTrust, Absolute Trust and NodeRanking are improved significantly in the hierarchical network. Hierarchical PowerTrust has a slight improvement compared to the flat PowerTrust.

In Figure 4.7, we only compare the results from trust and reputation algorithms in a hierarchically structured P2P networks. We can see that among all trust systems, Absolute trust presents the greatest diminution of inauthentic downloads, followed by NodeRanking, EigenTrust, with PowerTrust. PowerTrust has the worst performance.
4.4.4 Convergence Speed

Figure 4.8 depicted the convergence speed of each algorithm in both a hierarchical and flat 100 nodes network. Hierarchical algorithms present a fast convergence relative to flat algorithms, except for PowerTrust. Figure 4.8a demonstrates that H-EigenTrust converges faster than Flat-EigenTrust, just after about 3 iterations. In Figure 4.8b, H-PowerTrust converges after 3 iterations while Flat-PowerTrust takes more iterations. The same can be said for Figure 4.8c when we compare H-AbsoluteTrust and Flat-AbsoluteTrust. Figure 4.9 shows the convergence speed of all hierarchical algorithms. In a network with 100 nodes, H-EigenTrust, H-PowerTrust and H-Absolute have almost the same convergence speed while H-NodeRanking presents the slowest speed. They converge after less than 3 iterations while H-NodeRanking converges after 3 iterations.
4.5 Results for 500 Nodes

In this section, we increase the number of nodes to 500. We will present the results from experiment using 500 nodes. We limit the number of nodes to 16 in each ring.

4.5.1 Load Distribution

4.5.1.1 EigenTrust

Figure 4.10 illustrates the outcome of fraction of downloads in flat and hierarchical EigenTrust for 500 nodes. When the number of nodes increases, EigenTrust changes and extends the load distribution to more stable nodes as depicted by Figure 4.10a, while in a flat system, depicted in Figure 4.10b, the distribution is scattered, with peaks in certain nodes. This implies that superpeers are mostly the first peers to be solicited for downloading because of their characteristics, importance and long presence in the network.
4.5.1.2 PowerTrust

Figure 4.11 provides results of fraction of downloads in flat and hierarchical PowerTrust for 500 nodes. Load distribution is using a slight number of stable nodes, then decreases quite sharply and stay constant, as depicted in Figure 4.11a and Figure 4.11b.

4.5.1.3 Absolute Trust

Figure 4.12 shows experiment results of Absolute Trust. Figure 4.12a and Figure 4.12b depict the results of experiments to represent the load distribution.
4.5.1.4 NodeRanking

Figure 4.13a and Figure 4.13b depict the results of experiments to represent the load distribution.

4.5.2 Malicious Collective

Figure 4.14 shows that, with more nodes, we can see that the percentage of inauthentic downloads increases very slightly compared to 100 nodes for EigenTrust, NodeRanking and Absolute trust, for both the flat and hierarchical P2P. The flat and hierarchical PowerTrust
Figure 4.11: Results of Fraction of downloads in Flat and Hierarchical PowerTrust for 500 nodes

Figure 4.12: Results of Fraction of downloads in Flat and Hierarchical Absolute Trust for 500 nodes

Figure 4.13: Results of Fraction of downloads in Flat and Hierarchical NodeRanking for 500 nodes
increases dramatically. Absolute Trust decreases the number of inauthentic downloads for both flat and hierarchical networks.

Figure 4.14: Trust-based reduction of inauthentic downloads in hierarchical network with 500 nodes where a fraction of peers forms a malicious collective

Figure 4.15 Illustrates the comparison of hierarchical trust and reputation algorithms. As we can see, the hierarchical Absolute Trust decreases the number of inauthentic downloads, while Hierarchical EigenTrust and NodeRanking increases it slightly.

4.5.3 Convergence Speed

Figure 4.16 represents the convergence speed of all hierarchical algorithms. With 500 nodes, H-NodeRanking and H-PowerTrust present better convergence speed than H-EigenTrust and H-AbsoluteTrust.
Figure 4.15: Trust-based reduction of inauthentic downloads in hierarchical network with 500 nodes where a fraction of peers form a malicious collective

Figure 4.16: Convergence speed of algorithms in 500 nodes hierarchical network

4.6 Results for 1000 Nodes

In this third experiment, we increase the number of nodes to 1000 nodes and apply our algorithms to obtain new results.
4.6.1 Load Distribution

4.6.1.1 EigenTrust

Figure 4.17a and Figure 4.17b depict the results of the experiment.

(a) H-EigenTrust with 1000
(b) Flat EigenTrust with 1000

Figure 4.17: Results of fraction of downloads in flat and hierarchical EigenTrust for 1000 nodes

4.6.1.2 PowerTrust

Figure 4.18a and Figure 4.18b depict the results of experiments to represent the load distribution.

(a) H-PowerTrust with 1000 nodes
(b) Flat PowerTrust with 1000 nodes

Figure 4.18: Results of Fraction of downloads in Flat and Hierarchical PowerTrust for 1000 nodes
4.6.1.3 Absolute Trust

Figure 4.19a and Figure 4.19b depict the results of experiments to represent the load distribution.

(a) H-Absolute Trust with 1000 nodes  (b) Flat Absolute Trust with 1000 nodes

Figure 4.19: Results of Fraction of downloads in Flat and Hierarchical Absolute Trust for 1000 nodes

4.6.1.4 NodeRanking

Figure 4.20a and Figure 4.20b depict the results of experiments to represent the load distribution.

(a) H-NodeRanking with 1000 nodes  (b) Flat NodeRanking with 1000 nodes

Figure 4.20: results of fraction of downloads in flat and hierarchical NodeRanking for 1000 nodes
4.6.2 Malicious Collective

With 1000 nodes, we increase the fraction of the malicious collective to 50%. Figure 4.21 shows the outcome of the experiments. We can observe that all trust and reputation hierarchical algorithms present better performance than flat algorithms. In Figure 4.22, we compare only the performance of hierarchical algorithms and can see that Absolute trust achieves the highest performance, followed by NodeRanking, EigenTrust and PowerTrust.

Figure 4.21: Trust-based reduction of inauthentic downloads in hierarchical and flat network with 1000 nodes where a fraction of peers form a malicious collective
4.6.3 Convergence Speed

Figure 4.23 depicts the convergence speed of all hierarchical algorithms. H-EigenTrust and H-AbsoluteTrust have the most optimal convergence speed among all algorithms. They converge in less than 5 iterations, while H-PowerTrust and H-NodeRanking take more time to converge.
4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented the results of our experiment. We began by introducing our experimental setup and presenting the simulator, our computer features and the programming environment. We then described the distribution of nodes in the hierarchical network and explained our method of performing the experiments and analyzing and interpreting the results. We focused our experiments on the fraction of downloads, the residual and malicious collective. We simulated flat and hierarchical trust and reputation algorithms. We compared each flat algorithm with its hierarchical correspondent using 100, 500 and 1000 nodes, respectively, in a hierarchically structured P2P network, and presented the results. The comparison we studied was based on load distribution, malicious collective and residual curves to determine the convergence speed. Each simulation is illustrated by a chart. Evaluation of the results revealed that almost all hierarchical algorithms presented better performance than flat algorithms. The tests we performed revealed that Absolute Trust achieved the most optimal performance among all the tested algorithms. Absolute Trust was followed by EigenTrust, which also achieved a satisfactory performance.
Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Summary

In this thesis, we began by introducing the peer-to-peer computing paradigm, expounding on its architecture and taxonomy and the centralized, decentralized and hybrid systems within it. We also discussed routing in decentralized P2P systems; routing is performed in unstructured or structured P2P systems. Topology is not defined in an unstructured P2P, while in a structured P2P, topology is defined around a DHT. We introduced some overlay lookup systems based on DHT, such as CAN, Pastry, Tapestry and Chord, and discussed Chord at great length in particular. Chord arranges all peers around a ring and keeps all keys. It executes only one operation: it associates keys with corresponding nodes, and each node maintains a finger table that contains successor and predecessor nodes. The concept of routing in hierarchically structured P2P systems based on DHT and BATON was also explicated. We presented hierarchically structured characteristics and introduced existing hierarchical models based on Chord. We applied the hierarchical DHT with Chord, which inherited all Chord characteristics, and extended them to a hierarchical structure where peers are assembled in groups recognized by a unique identifier. The hierarchical organization solves the challenge faced in flat P2P systems where the number of nodes increases and affects the performance of the entire network. Moreover, it improves the query latency in group nodes in the hierarchy and generates less messages in the wide
area. At different levels of the hierarchy, each group may run its own overlay and lookup service.

As for trust and reputation systems, we discussed their characteristics, measurements, and their classification in two categories: the credential model and the reputation model. We presented a number of definitions about trust and reputation and selected pertinent ones for our own purpose. Subsequently, we detailed some primary trust systems based on individual reputation as well as on both individual and social relationship reputation. In particular, we chose to use the EigenTrust, PowerTrust, Absolute trust and NodeRanking trust systems. Next, we introduced the hierarchical Chord architecture model we defined by presenting different component groups and node characteristics. We defined the types of nodes as normal and super nodes. For super nodes, we named nodes that connect different rings in the hierarchy as RRM nodes.

This research is comprised of two stages. First, we selected and redesigned EigenTrust, PowerTrust, Absolute trust and NodeRanking trust and reputation algorithms for a hierarchically structured P2P system based on Chord overlay, then analyzed and determined their complexity. For each algorithm we made assumptions to make it suitable for the hierarchical Chord. We simulated the algorithms and directed our experiments toward aspects of fraction of download, residual curl and the malicious collective. Second, we compared the results for our trust and reputation algorithms in flat and hierarchical P2P systems. We used the load distribution, residual curl, and malicious collective downloads to evaluate and test the performance of each algorithm. The simulation test included 100, 500 and 1000 nodes respectively. The results revealed that hierarchical trust and reputation algorithms achieve better performance than flat algorithms and converge faster than flat algorithms. We can confirm that the reduced number of nodes in hierarchical rings improve the performance of P2P systems. Finally, the experimental results demonstrated that among all four hierarchical trust algorithms, Absolute Trust had the best performance, followed by NodeRanking, EigenTrust and PowerTrust.
5.2 Future Work

Before coming to a close, we would like to offer some possible directions for future investigation in this area of research:

- **Extension to \( n+3 \) tiers architecture:**

This research implemented a hierarchically structured P2P network limited to a three-tier architecture to run trust and reputation algorithms. An extension to more tiers or levels could be an interesting direction for future research.

- **implement with BATON or HD Tree:**

We redesigned and analyzed trust and reputation algorithms for hierarchically structured peer-to-peer networks using Chord as a lookup service. Future work can be focused on the redesign of these algorithms using other types of lookup services based on hierarchies such as HD Tree or BATON which has been gaining popularity. Trust and reputation could be applied to HD Tree or BATON, and compared to the performance of the lookup services used in this paper.

- **Extend to a heterogeneous hierarchically structured P2P network:**

This research only focuses on a homogeneous hierarchically structured P2P network based on Chord as a lookup service. Future studies can also implement trust and reputation algorithms in a heterogeneous hierarchically structured P2P network using rings running different lookup services. While, for instance, the main ring is running Chord or another lookup service at the first level, each ring at level two can run a different lookup service such as HD Tree, CAN, BATON, Pastry or Tapestry.

- **apply to a IoT application:**
Applications of IoT are gaining traction by involving many devices or features such as sensors. A suitable area in which to apply this concept would be the fleet management problem in the IoT environment. Fleet management in IoT could be a specific application that can rely on trust and be applied on hierarchically structured P2P networks. Vehicles or tracks can be considered as the leaf nodes of the tree and be organized around a local ring with super-peers that can function as the points at which data can be merged on the local ring. Moreover, many rings can be connected together and constitute a huge hierarchically structured P2P network. Examining reputation and trust in this context could be an attractive research direction.
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